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PrefacePreface
SEWA (Self Employed Women's Association) is a membership based trade
union of about 50,000 members (Paid up membership – 1991) of self
employed women. Over the last twenty years, since 1972, SEWA has
undergone a side variety of experiences. All of SEWA's work is with the reality
of the everyday lives of poor self-employed women and all of he efforts have
been in how to make their lives better economically, and socially to make
them strong and self-reliant.

These experiences have occurred in many different areas. Union organising,
banking, co-operatives, milk production, artisan and homebased production,
vending and trading, marketing, agriculture and forestry, land development
and water-harvesting, regional development health, childcare, housing,
training, video, newsletters and many others.

Some of these efforts have been successful in what they set out to do, some
have not. Many have developed different unexpected and offer new
directions, with important policy implications. However, each attempt has
revealed how women's lives interact with the existing social, economic, and
political structure and how these structures react and interact when women
attempt to change their lives. It also reveals what happens when there is an
attempt from within the structure to reach out to women, the reactions that
occurs within their communities, within their families. Perhaps most inspiring
has been the growth of the women themselves. We have seen how, given the
opportunity, women take leadership roles assume responsibilities for their
own organisations and learn the skills necessary to run them.

We feel that many of our experiences need to be shared with others who are
concerned about poor women's lives, in poverty alleviation, in developing
organisations of the poor or of women, in social security systems, in regional
development through people. We will try to write about our efforts,
approaches, policies that work and that did not work, particularly in the area of
full-employment and self-reliance.

We have decided to bring out papers occasionally describing our experiences
and the lessons learnt. Our experiences are not our private property and
therefore need to be shared with you. Your response will contribute towards
the growth, of SEWA and the organisations of the self employed everywhere.

Ela R. Bhatt
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Executive SummaryExecutive Summary
The aim of this study is to measure the impact of a grassroots women workers
organisation. SEWA, is the context of the women’s movement and to assess, at a
micro-level SEWA’s impact on its members. The study examines not only economic
aspects, but the sociological aspects of development as well. SEWA’s objectives are
to aim for economic and social integration of self employed women into the
mainstream of society. Economic integration means increasing their living
conditions. Social integration means access to social security such as health care
and child care and increasing their status in society as well as in the family. SEWA
also aims at making women individually and their organisations economically and
socially self-reliant.

SEWA’s mass membership has been built up incrementally from long-lasting
social networks and cemented by collectively secured (not just received) benefits in
each of the areas of SEWA’s three-pronged strategy of union struggle, work
cooperative and group support services. The SEWA membership reflects the
characteristics of the working class in India.They are drawn from Hindu, Muslim and
Christian communities and they overwhelmingly belong to the most oppressed
scheduled castes or economically deprived backward castes.

The women live in a variety of household arrangements from nuclear families
to extended families to multiple related families under the same roof. The average
size of household, with household defined as persons sharing the same stove, is
quite high. The majority of women belonged to households of 5-8 persons. Their
responsibilities in these families follow traditional norms of female gender roles.
What is unique, however, with the sampled SEWA members, is that despite these
traditional patriarchal gender roles, a large number of women see themselves as the
head of the household. This is a reflection of women’s consciousness about the key
role that they play in sustaining their families especially in the context of industrial
stagnation and widespread male unemployment. It appears as if SEWA has
succeeded in its aim of emphasising the role of women as vital workers in the
household and local economy rather than as mere clients for welfare services.

As poor working women, SEWA’s members face a more limited set of
employment opportunities in both of the formal and informal or unorganized sector.
As the survey revealed, they are seldom found in organized factory production. In
the unorganized sector as self-employed workers they struggle to earn a living at the
lower end of the trade and production scales as they lack proper tools, supplies,
skills, markets space and credit, especially when compared to their male
counterparts. They work long hours in difficult work conditions despite also having
the primary responsibility for housework and child care.

The results of the survey, however, show that SEWA members have
improved their economic condition by increasing or stabilizing employment, gaining
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access to regular supply of raw materials, owning their own tools, finding adequate
work space, expanding markets, and diversifying into other work activities.

SEWA has provided a vital set of financial services for poor working women.
Poor women has been persistently neglected by formal banking services which are
ill-equipped to meet the needs of small scale savers and borrows who may be
illiterate and intimidated by bureaucratic institutions. In format that is user-friendly
and responsive to the needs of the working poor, SEWA has provided critically
needed saving and leading services. Poor women need a safe place to save their
earnings, however little, in order to meet economic crises, such as illness,
unemployment, and ritual obligations. The survey shows that, as earners, they are
also able to borrow and repay in order to make productive consumption decisions,
such as improved housing, education, tools and equipment. This has led to
increased income security and stability.

Family and personal health are a vital concern for self-employed women. The
study has revealed that working women are affected by their own and their family’s
health situation. Illness strains the household economy in several ways. The illness
of any family member drains family resources through the purchase of costly
medicines and payment of medical service fees. In addition, the job of nursing and
caring for the sick falls on the shoulders of the women whose labour is  already over-
extended in productive work for the market and in housework and child care. When
husband fall ill, the burden of supporting the family may also fall entirely on the
women.

Women themselves, however , are particularly vulnerable to a variety of
illness not only because they are overworked in their multiple roles in home and
marketplace, but also because they face gynecological problems of child-bearing
and occupational health problems as self-employed workers labouring under poor
conditions. SEWA has recognised the multiple dimensions of women and health and
adopted a abroad approach which addresses issues of general family heath care as
well as special maternal and child health care and occupational safety and
preventive health care.

SEWA has recognized the interconnection between work and shelter for poor
women. First, for home-based workers it is a work site for generating income.
Adequate space for production work is essential. For home-based producers, as well
as traders and other workers like paper pickers, it is also a place to sort or store
materials and trading goods. For all women workers it is the site of their household
responsibilities (cooking, washing, caring for family members, etc.) tasks, which
must be fulfilled before they can, engaged in market work. Access to adequate
housing water and sanitation services, therefore have a direct relationship to
women’s ability to earn an income and help maintain their families. SEWA’s financial
services have enabled women to buy or build a house or improve their current living
structures. In addition, SEWA is developing a housing program that includes other
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inputs besides loans, such as low cost building materials and provision of basic
services through coordination with municipal authorities.

The SEWA members, although they have themselves suffered form a lack of
formal education, are taken to educated and train themselves through adult training
and literacy programs and to educate their children, both male and female, as far as
possible in the formal school system. SEWA supports these desires through an
emphasis on the value of education and with trade-specific literacy programs and
leadership training for its members. SEWA has created a grassroots educational
program that is responsive to poor working women’s needs and aspirations and
recognizes that education is one of the most robust indicators of success in
development programs across both project type and cultural settings. For women
who have missed out on the formal education system, however, the survey has
shown that grassroots alternative educational programs can benefit women in their
income earning work, household and community participation roles.

The survey has shown a marked improvement in women’s status in the
home, the workplace and the community as a result of becoming a SEWA member.
Through SEWA training and participation in SEWA  activities and struggles, women
have first increased their decision-making power in important family matters.
Second, they have also become more involved with public issues in the community.
Third, they have found the courage to tackle workplace issues with male employers,
middlemen, contractors and municipal authorities.

The survey of SEWA leaders has shown a greater degree of positive impact
form SEWA interventions than for the members in the general survey. The leaders
being from the poor working class and scheduled and backward castes are
representative of SEWA’s membership as a whole. They tend to be older, however,
as they have been longer term members of SEWA who have been elected to
leadership roles. Development is a continual process and the greater degree of
positive indicators found in the leaders survey indicates that with continued
involvement with SEWA over time, the position of general members may improve
accordingly.

--------------------------------
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CHATER ONE

The FocusThe Focus
The year 1975 marked the beginning of the “women’s Decade” and celebrated the
beginning of a new awareness on the rights of women world-wide. The women’s
decade focussed the attention of societies all over the world on the position of
women in their societies. This decade created new churning—social, political and
economic, leading to new programs, policies and laws for the advancement for
women.

The leadership in this political change, all over the world, was taken by
women’s organisations of four main types. Some were highly visible, vocal, activist
organisations which forcefully brought public attention to women’s questions. Other
were research organisations which documented, studied and argued the question
attempting to integrate the women’s point of view into the existing academic
disciplines, and in the process created a new discipline of women’s studies.
International and national policy change was the focus of some groups which
sought, painstakingly, to change national programs and international policies in
order to integrate women in to development. A fourth type of organization, the grass
roots indigenous movements of women with mass membership among the poor
were involved in direct action to improve conditions of its members as well as in
women’s social activism, research and policy change.

SEWA, Self Employed Women’s Association, has been one such
organization in the forefront of the women’s movement in India contributing to the
growth of a grass roots indigenous movement led by women. SEWA has grown out
of the Gandhian movement, and its principles are those of Mahatama Gandhi, grown
from the Indian soil. It is a membership-based organisation, with the culture and
identity of the masses of Indian women.

The women’s decade ended officially five years ago, but the momentum
generated by the decade and the issues raised during it remain very much with us.
Today, there are many more women’s groups in most developing countries.
Government policies and programmes too have changed drastically by recognising
women as workers and equal citizens. In addition, politically women are becoming
an important force.

SEWA as an organisation  too has grown tremendously form a trade union of
3,000 members based in Ahmedabad to an organisation of 53,000 members (in
1993) which has 60 co-operatives spread over nine districts.

In 1975 one of the important aims expressed was the integration of women
into the social and economical life of the nation and the world. The question that we
wish to raise, now twenty years later, is how much ahead have we moved in this
aim? This question can and has of course been addressed on a macro-scale by
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studying various indicators of women’s advancement. In this study, we will address
this question on a micro-level by looking at the activities of SEWA. We will assess
the extent to which women within SEWA’s sphere of influence have been integrated
in to the economy and society. Although we will be dealing with the overall
integration of women into society, we will concentrate more on the sociological
aspects. While economic indicators have been frequently studied and discussed, it is
header to determine more intangible sociological indicators that are often left
unstudied but yet are of paramount importance in the life of a society.

Our focus in this study will be able to look at an organisation, SEWA, in the
context of the women’s movement and to assess, at a micro-level SEWA’s impact
on its members.

SEWA’s 53,000 members are spread over nine districts in both urban and
rural areas. However, given the time-frame and resources available for the study, its
scope had to be necessarily limited. The urban members are both limited in
numbers, and easier to reach in terms of distance. Many of SEWA’s urban members
are in Ahmedabad city, and so it was decided to restrict the study to urban members
of SEWA in Ahmedabad city.

SEWA’s objectives are to aim for economic and social integration of self
employed women into mainstream. Economic integration means increasing their
access to employment, income and assets in upgrading their living conditions. Social
integration means access to social security such as health care and child care and
increasing their status in society as well as in the family. SEWA also aims at making
women individually and their organisation economically and socially self-reliant.

Objectives of the study

The objectives of the study are to:

1. To analyze to what extent SEWA’s stated objectives has been achieved in the
life of its members, the study will examine indicators in the following areas:
Employment generation
Income
Assets creation
Education
Child care
Participation in decision-making at family and societal level.
Self perception.

2. To measure the impact of SEWA’s work on the social and family status of
members.

3. To understand SEWA and its work through the point of view of its members.
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CHAPTER TWO

MethodologyMethodology
The aim of the study is to measure the impact of SEWA on its members.

SEWA’s main thrust, or objective is economic and its main impact therefore will also
be economic. However, this study aims to look not only at the economic aspects, but
to analyze the sociological aspects of SEWA’s work as well. This sociological aspect
can be seen in two domains of tangible and intangible benefits. First there is actual
tangible benefits received, economic or sociological, form the activities of SEWA.
These would include and increase in education, access to health services, access to
improve housing, access to banking services etc. The second is the non-tangible
impact such as a change in human and social relations or change in the person
herself.

The study aims required a research methodology that would be capable of
measuring both these aspects-the tangible and the intangible.

The conceptual issues that were identified in each of the two impact realms
are as follows :

Tangible Changes
1. Increasing in income and opportunities of employment.
2. Improved housing and allied facilities of water and sanitation.
3. Increased household goods such as stove, TV, cycle etc.
4. Increased access to health services such as immunization, better health care

services.
5. Access to child care.
6. Access to saving and loan services.
7. Access to education especially for children.

Intangible changes
1. Change in social customs especially those relating to marriage i.e. marriage

age  and dowry(bride price)
2. Change in family planning practices.
3. Increase in confidence and courage to deal with employers etc.
4. Increased social participation in ( non-family) activities such as meetings,

processions, etc.
5. Increased dealing with government officials.
6. Increased political participation.
7. Increase in self worth.
8. Increase in decision-making within the family.
9. Increased interest in affairs outside the home.

Although the tangible impact could be measured by a simple structured
questionnaire, the intangibles required much more in-depth study, so the structured
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questionnaire method had to be combined with more qualitative open-ended
interviews.

To measure an impact requires some kind of comparison as to whether any
change has occurred or not. This comparison could be carried out by three possible
methods described below.

Method 1 – “Before” and “After” Study’

This is the most accurate method where a person’s condition before joining
SEWA’s activities. This method was not possible because it requires following a
person over a period of years. It requires base-line survey followed some years later
by an impact survey of the same person.

Method 2- ‘control Group Method’

This method would require comparing the group of SEWA members with a
similar economic, social and cultural group of non-members. This method too was
rejected for the following reasons:

a) It required complicated selection procedures which were beyond the scope of
the study given the small size and time frame of the study.

b) It would be extremely difficult to identify a control group that would resemble
the SEWA membership. SEWA  members are distributed over a wide variety
of trades, castes, religion, income groups, and places of origin and
settlement.

Method 3- ‘Assessing Changes by Recall”.
 In this method the subject recall the changes in her life over time. She is
questioned on the various aspects to be studied and she recollects her position
before and after joining SEWA. Although this method has an element of
subjectiveness toit, it was more feasible than the other two methods. In order to
supplement the findings by this method a number of in-depth interviews were also
undertaken. These reveal in detail the impact of changes in attitudes which cannot
be elicited by a questionnaire covering a larger number of persons.

The subjects selected for the in-depth interviews have been chosen for the
following characteristics:

1. Ordinary members i.e. not one of the ‘leaders’.
2. Has been with SEWA for more than 5 years.
3. Is involved in at least one activity of SEWA.
4. Is 35 years or above so that has been through a cycle of life-experiences.
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Method 3A – In -depth  Qualitative interviews

An additional method used to supplement Method 3 above is take a sample of
persons at different levels in the organisation and examine the pattern of impact for
women with more or less interaction with SEWA interventions. The first group
chosen was a sample of ordinary members, i.e. those members chosen from the
membership list by a random sampling procedure. This gave us a sample of persons
who were paid-up members of SEWA, in the year 1991. They may or may not have
derived any benefits of SEWA may or may not have participated in any activity of
SEWA, may or may not have had any impact in their lives.

The second set of limited questionnaires was for SEWA ‘leaders’  - trade
committee members, co-operative executive committee members, etc. These
leaders have been active in SEWA over a longer period of time and should definitely
shows some impact in their lives. Furthermore, these leaders reflect the
caste/religion/trade composition of the ordinary membership and their background
are representative of the poor self-employed women. The survey examined the
impact of SEWA at this level of heightened intensity and activity, and these findings
were used as an indicator of the type of impact which may be expected over time.
The hypothesis was that the larger ‘ordinary members’ survey and the smaller
‘leaders’ survey should show different impacts with the latter having a much more
heightened effect than the former.

To summarize, three separate surveys were carried out:
1. An extensive quantities survey of 1000 members
2. Ten intensive qualitative in-depth interviews of ordinary members
3. A survey of 40 SEWA leaders

A. The sample

The following area descriptive details of the survey sample:

1. Area- Ahmedabad city with a focus on SEWA membership.

2. Size- 1000 women were interviewed out of the total membership in
Ahmedabad                 city of 15,000 in 1990 representing a 15% coverage of
the urban-based membership.

3. Classification – interview schedule of SEWA  members were analysed on
the basis of three categories of SEWA’s membership.

I. Vendors and Hawkers- those who hawk goods such as vegetables,
fruits fish,    eggs, garments, etc.
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II. Home-based Producers – those workers making products such as
bidis, agarbattis (incense stick) garments, cloth, small furniture,
footwear, food products, handicrafts etc.

III. Providers of Labour and Services-those who sell their labour such as
contract labour and construction labour, or who sell services such as
cooking, cleaning, laundering and transporting goods.

 
4. Sample Selection

In 1990, SEWA had a membership of 26,000 members. Of these about
15,000 were urban-based. The urban membership list of SEWA was taken and
starting from the first, every 15th members was selected. In addition, every 14th and
16th member’s name and address were also noted down in case the 15th members
was not available. This constituted a list of 1000 workers, the sample for the study,
out of which 127 could not be contacted, leaving a sample of 873.

1. Formulation of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire was divided into four sections:
Section 1: Personal Information & Social Status of the Respondent.

Section 2: Economic Status

Section 3: Socio- economic Status of the Family.

Section 4: Relationship with SEWA

a) Participation in SEWA activities.
b) Economic benefits obtained by joining Ssewa
c) Social benefits obtained by joining SEWA
d) Political participation and whether it has changed after joining SEWA.
e) Decision making within the family and whether it has changed after joining

SEWA.
f) Relationship with males and whether they have changed after joining

SEWA.
g) Availability of health services and whether it has increased after joining

SEWA.
h) Availability of child care services and whether they have increased after

joining SEWA.
i) Availability of banking services and whether they have increased after

joining SEWA.
j) Literacy and Educational and whether it has increased after joining SEWA.
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The questionnaire was designed to elicit mainly “yes” or “no” answers which
were easier to process by computer. Probing questions designed to elicit
more detailed answers were reserved for the in-depth interviews.

2. Pre-testing of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire was tested by three SEWA organisers on five respondent
each. The respondents were chosen from the sample list. However, care was taken
to obtain a mix of respondents from different categories-vendors, home-based
workers and labourers, as well as respondents who had participated in a no of
different SEWA activities-union, co-operative health, child-care, and banking.

The pre-testing revealed a no of weaknesses in the questionnaire. It was
found that there were a no of questions which were too completed, or some
questions, which were incomplete. These problems were corrected and the final
questionnaire printed.

C. The Survey Team

The survey team of 12 surveyors were all organisers of SEWA. They included:

1. Shanta Koshti
2. Urmila Shinde
3. Sakriben Parmar
4. Zohra Pathan
5. Rahima Sheikh
6. Veena Patel
7. Subhadra Boga
8. Manguben Patni
9. Pushpa Solanki
10. Padma Hedau
11. Nirmala Pillai
12. Ramila Parmar

All the surveyors were experienced in field work, and acquainted with the ideas
and work of SEWA. The survey team filled in the questionnaire in Gujarati.

D. In-Depth Interviews

Surveyors were given a two-day training in taking in-depth interviews. These
interviews were recorded on tape, transcribed and translated.

E. ‘Leaders’ Survey

 Forty leaders of SEWA were selected to be interviewed in the “leaders”
survey. They were selected from the executive committee of the union and from
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executive committee of urban co-operatives. They were administered the same
questionnaire as the extensive survey of ordinary members.

F. Problems Encountered

There were various problems encountered while administering the survey.
These were:

1. The respondent would not give her full name.
2. She would not know her proper address.
3. Some of the older members were not sure of their age.
4. Some could not remember their age at marriage.
5. Due to Diwali festival, respondents were not willing to spend time answering

questions because they were busy.
6. There were some cases in which extended family arrangements complicated

answers.
7. For example, one of the respondent who could not remember their former

housing condition.
8. Some respondents would feel embarrassed to tell about the few assets they

possessed.
9. Others could not give direct feedback on the effect of the training undertaken

by them. Some who had taken training from outside organisations, could not
remember the institute’s name.

10. Some respondents were not aware of SEWA’s services. For example, they
had not seen the bank or were not aware of the health facilities provided by
the respective cooperatives.

11. They were not sure of the kind of assets a women should have.
12. They forgot the number of loans taken.
13. Respondents could not remember the amount of and year in which a loans

was taken and rapid. In some case the borrower had forgotten the purpose
for which the loans was taken.

The problems encountered by the surveyors required that careful attention be
paid when conducting the interviews and completing the survey forms. Many
times the surveyor had to adjust her own work to suit the respondent’s
convenience so that she could get answers when the person was relaxed and
free from her routine work.

For questions like age and past status, the interviewers had to go back in time. For
example, if the worker did not remember her own age and her age at marriage, the
surveyors would ask her first child’s age and then when she/he was born and then
what her age was at that time. In cases of loan taken and repaid, her past records
were checked through the bank pass-book. The woman may or may not be willing to
figure out these matters on the day of the interview. Thus a lot of personal attention
was required and organisers who were most familiar with their respondents were
selected to get as accurate data as possible.
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The primary data was inspected and checked at all stages until the base survey was
tabulated and sent for computerised analysis. After the survey, data entry and
analysis was done. Data entry was done at a private computer company and the
analysis at the Gujarat University Computer Centre, to keep the expenses to a
minimum.

Here the procedure took very long as the two institute were involved in other
work and both had limited personnel. Moreover, at times there were power failures
due to which computer analysis had to be stopped.
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CHAPTER THREE

Self-Employed Women’s Association (SEWA)Self-Employed Women’s Association (SEWA)
SEWA was established in 1972 as a trade for self employed women under

the Trade Union’s Act, 1926. It grew out of the Textile Labour Association, India’s
oldest and largest union of textile workers founded in 1920 by Mahatma Gandhi. At
present, SEWA works in nine districts of Gujarat, it has a total membership of 53,000
self employed women.

SEWA consist of  :
a) The union
b) Co-operative
c) Supportive Services.

A. The Union

The SEWA Union organises workers belonging to all kinds of traders. These self
employed women are primarily involved in three types of occupations :

a) Home-based activities
b) Small scale vending and trading
c) Labour and services

The work of a union is severely restricted in areas where there is little, if any,
legal or labour rights protection. In these circumstances cooperatives are
instrumental in providing stability and security to self-employed workers who do
not have any definite employer but are nevertheless exploited by work systems.

B. The Cooperatives

Groups of sef-employed women are organised to build alternative economic
structures in which they themselves have complete control over the means of
production. There are five kinds of cooperatives:

1) Land-based Cooperatives
2) Livestock Cooperatives
3) Craft and Artisans Cooperative
4) Services Cooperative
5) Trading Cooperatives

At present there are 60 cooperatives promoted by SEWA.

C. Supportive Services

It is a well known fact that self-employed workers do not receive social security
benefits which are enjoyed by the workers in the organised sector. Self-employed
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women, not only receive very low wages, but also, being poor, are vulnerable to
all sorts of calamities. To meet the demands of unforeseen crises, such as an
accidents, illness or even death, some social security services are needed.

Social services and security systems can also lead to a steady income and better
working conditions. Not only that, but they can lead to further orgnising and
strengthening of the worker’s organisation.

In SEWA, workers are currently providing for themselves such supportive
services. These included:

1) Saving and Credit
2) Health Care
3) Child Care
4) Housing
5) Legal Services
6) Insurance

D. Joining SEWA

How do new members join SEWA? Table 1 below show that new members
primarily join because of contact with an organiser or leader. The largest
numbers were formed by coming in contact with local members, either an
ordinary members or a local leader, (73%). Of these the largest number (47.9%)
were influenced by the local leader.

The second largest influenced seems to be SEWA’s organisers,(53%) Most of
the organisers in SEWA are themselves self-employed workers and live in the
same area as the workers. This is especially true of the union organisers who
were chosen from among the active members, but who now work full time in
SEWA.

Table 1: Different Methods of Becoming a Member of SEWA
Method Number Percentage

Contact with another member 217 25
Contact with local SEWA leader 418 48
Contact with an organiser 458 53
Contact with other person 42 05
Observing SEWA's activity in area 94 11
Reading about SEWA 54 06

These responses reveal that it is mainly through personal contact that the
membership grows. Only 6% hard read about SEWA  and only 11% had seen
SEWA activities in their area. It is important to note that there is often an overlapping
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of persons who induce a women to become a member. For example, a woman’s
neighbor or relative, who is member, may tell her about SEWA and yet they may
wait for the organisers to come to the area before making the newcomer a member.
Similarly, a local leader may give a potential member “Ansuya”. SEWA’s fortnightly
newsletter to read before enrolling her

SEWA’s message and membership is spread from member to member by
word of mouth. Moreover, the spread of uses the women’s existing links, social links
of family, extended family and neighborhood as the two table below show :

Table 2: After becoming a member have you enrolled any one as a member?
Number Percentage

Yes 408 47%
No 467 53%

All most all those who enrolled new members enrolled some one from their immediate or
extended family, (96.3%). The second largest group (54.9%) enrolled neighbours. The
other who were included wither person at the work place or, very rarely, friends.

Table 3: Who have you enrolled as a member?
Number Percentage

Family member 235 57.6%
Relative 158 38.7%
Neighbour 124 30.4%
Others 141 34.5%

The membership organising process although it utilises the community family
network, is not purely a social network but it is also an economic or trade work
network as well. In India, most castes/communities do the same type of work. This is
even more so for individual families and for neighbourhoods where families and
various communities locate in spatial proximity to each other.

Ambaben (whose husband died recently): "My husband had taught me to spin rope,
so everyday I would spin 3 kilos. I would also buy cheap coal and sell it to my
neighbours. My husband's aunt Dahiben used to come to SEWA (she was a leader).
Once she brought me and made me a member. Then I took a loan of Rs. 500 to buy
rope".

Bhanuben: "After my husband did, Shardaben, the SEWA organiser came to
console with me and to offer her sympathy. She also made me a member. After that
she came often and I went with her to my neighbour's houses and made them
members too".
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CHAPTER FOUR

Employment and IncomeEmployment and Income
The enhancement of employment opportunities and improvement in condition

of work-has been the central focus of SEWA’s work. The members of SEWA are all
employed in some occupation. These occupation are quiet varied as illustrated by
the fact that the respondents were engaged in 42 types of occupations ( table 4).
These work activities can be classified into 3 main catagories ( Table 5). They
include small scale vendors (23%), home based producer (61%), and labourers or
service providers (16%).

Small Traders and Hawkers-sellers of goods such as vegetable, fruit, fish,
eggs, and other staples, household goods, garments and similar types of products.

Home- based Producers- producers-sellers of their services or their labour,
including agricultural labourers, construction workers, contract labourers, hand-cart
pullers, head loaders, dhobis, (workers who wash clothes), cooks, cleaners and
other providers of labour services.

Table 4: Types of Occupations
Vendors Home-based Workers Labour/Service

Vegetable Vendors Bidi Rollers Factory Contract Workers
Kerosene Vendors Papad Makers Head Loaders
Cloth Sellers Agarbatti Makers Paper Pickers
Fish Sellers Garment Stichers Cleaners
Fruit Vendors Embroiders Casual Labourers
Datun Sellers Block Printers Child Care Workers
Old Cloth Sellers Quilt Makers Domestic Workers
Seller of Old Jute Bags Patch Workers Cleaning Boxes
Sev Masala Vendors File Makers Temporary Jobs
Tea Vendors Junk Smiths Midwives
Sweets Sellers Bamboo Workers Community Health Workers
Chicken Vendors Carpenters
Wood sellers Spinners
Flower Sellers Kite Makers

Rope Makers
Laundry Workers

The occupations listed above in Table 4 represent only one slice of the very wide
variety of work in which self employed women are engaged.
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Table 5: Sample Respondents by Work Category
Category Number of

Trade Groups
Number of
Workers

Percentage

Vendors & Hawkers 14 215 23.24
Home-based Producers 16 566 61.18
Labourers & Providers of Services 12 146 15.79

Total: 45 927* 100

* This number includes women who are engaged in more than one occupation.

During her work like a woman may do many different types of work. Unlike
the formal sector, the self-employed sector does not provide a steady job and the
worker often has to adjust to the vagaries of an uncertain market. This leads to
insecurity of employment. It also, however, makes the work much more flexible than
a formal sector worker in the type of work she is willing and capable of doing. This is
illustrated by the examples below:

Lilaben: I started my work-life at a young age. Later I started doing construction
work. We also used to work in the fields. We used to grow musk melons. We also
used to bring oranges from nearby farms and sell these and give the money to
the farmers. We used to buy the oranges on wholesale basis in the market, and
then from the sale we would pay for the oranges. Then we started working in a
cotton gin right there in Madhya Pradesh in the same village as my father-in-law.
My husband used to put the cotton in the gin. Then the cotton that came out was
put in a strainer and then he used to put the cotton in the charkha. And  the
cotton dust used to fly every where causing us to sneeze and we felt sick all the
time. I worked in the gin for 12 months. Now I’m a health worker and also earns
Rs. 15 a day from selling papads.

Ambaben: “My husband was a worker in the mill and also picked paper. I began
working in Nagri Mills and then I got work in a pulse mill. Then there was a
recession and the employer sold the mill. I did not lose courage. My husband had
taught me to spin rope, so I began to do that. Everyday I would spin 3 kilos. I
would also buy cheap coal and sell it in the Mohallas. Later, I began going out for
picking paper”

Table 6: Subsidiary Occupations
Category Number Percentage

Labourers & Proivders of Services 31 48.43%
Home-based Producers 19 29.68%
Vendors 14 27.84%
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Table 7: List of Subsidiary Occupations
Category Number

Labour & Services: 31
Contact Labourers 5
Other Service 4
Home Workers 5
Construction Workers 10
Health-Workers 3
Paper Pickers 3
Cleaners 1
Home-based Producers 19
Ready made Garment Workers 8
Bidi Rollers 1
Embroiderers 3
Chindi (Quilt Makers) 2
Bamboo Workers 2
Making Matresses 1
Block Printers 1
Vendors 12
Biscuit & Sweet Sellers 4
Fruit Sellers 2
Vegetable  Sellers 2
Sack Sellers 2
Wood Sellers 1
Spice Sellers 1

Subsidiary Occupations

Often one occupation is not enough to earn a living so the women have
subsidiary employment. In the previous interviews, Lilaben is a health worker and
also sells papad. Ambaben spins rope and also sells coal. The survey shows that 64
women, 7.5%, have a subsidiary occupation. However, in-depth survey where
questions are probed in detail, a much higher percentage is revealed.

Working Hours

The surveyed SEWA women generally work long hours. Although they have
the triple responsibility of work, housework and child care, their working hours are
often as much or more than a worker in the formal sector.
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Table 8: Daily Working Hours
Value Hours Number Members Percentage
2 – 3 24 02.9%
4 – 5 164 19.6%
6 – 7 159 19.0%
8 – 9 287 34.4%
10 – 11 96 11.5%
12 – 13 96 11.5%
14 and above 9 01.1%

Table 8 shows, for example, that only 22.5% of the women work part-time,
that is less than 5 hours. The majority, 53.4%, work a full 6 to 9 hours and a large
number, 25%, work more than 10 hours. These long working hours combined with
their household responsibilities mean that the women are working all of their waking
hours with no leisure time and little time for any other productive activity. What it
actually means to work such long hours is described below by Shantaben, a paper
picker, and also Bhanuben, a bidi roller.

           Shantaben: “I would leave at 5 a.m. and return at 7 a.m., cook, wash
clothes, do dishes, wash myself and the children and eat. Then again at 12 p.m. I
would pick paper till 3 p.m.   Then I’d return home,sort and sell the paper and
then go and clean offices. Then I would return at 7 p.m. Then I would cook, finish
off the rest off the rest of my work and go to sleep. I would earn Rs. 10-15 per
day. During Diwali time, I would work night and day. I would go out at 6 p.m. and
return at 5 a.m. All night I would pick paper”

           Bhanuben: “I would get up at 5 a.m. eat and go to the factory. When I
returned I would make bidis. At 7 p.m. I would go to deliver the bidis, take my pay
and buy vegetables on my way back home. Then I would cook and after the meal
would make bidis till 1 a.m.”

The lack of leisure time is reflected in the number of working days of the
women. The Table 9 below shows the number of days worked per week.

Table 9: Days Worked Weekly
Value (Days) Number Percentage

1 – 3 22 2.7
4 – 5 51 6.3
6 – 7 743 91

Seasonal variations

In the urban areas, there seems to be very little seasonal variations in
economic activity. The survey found that only 7.5% of the women changed their
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occupation with the seasonal while 92.5% continued with the some occupation. This
is in sharp contrast to rural areas where occupation is almost invariably seasonal.
Also, unlike in rural areas where seasons are marked by crop cycles and changing
whether patterns, in urban areas changes often occur due to religious or regional
festivals rather than climate. Seasonal changes occur mainly in the case of vendors
and hawkers who switch from fruit to vegetables or are affected by seasonal
changes of masalas. Home-based workers too change from making garments, to
kites according to the market.

Table 10: Number of Women Who Change Economic Activities Seasonally
Answer Number Percentage

No 810 92.4
Yes 66 07.6

Table 11: Occupation of Males in the Family
Occupation of Males Number Percentage

No 810 92.4
Yes 66 07.6

As we see from the above list, the occupations of the men vary considerably
from those of women. There are very few home-based workers among the men.
Also the skills of the men-mechanic, electrician, driver, painter are very different from
the those of women. Further more, the number of women employed in factories is
very small and none work in the textile mills, compared with 30% of the males
employed in mills or factories. The number of textile mill workers is particularly high
in Ahmedabad because of the presence of 65 mills.

In those traders where both men and women are involved, like petty trading
or skilled work like tailoring or embroidery, the men have different roles than women.
Women petty traders usually sell from a basket and sometimes from a handcart,
whereas men sell from handcart or a stall called “galla”. Women tailors are usually
home-based, while male tailor work in a small shops or work places.

Generally, both male and female members of a family assist the main earners
in their work. These include the young boys and girls under age 14 as well as the
older members. The survey found that in 99 families, members act as helpers of the
main workers. In addition 139 young boys assist their family members in work in
16.4% of the families compared with 11.7% of families in which young girls assist.

Tables 12:   Economic Activity
Number of Boys Number Percentage

1 - 2 128 14.7
3 - 4 11 1.3

No boys 705 80.7
No  response 29 3.3
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Table 13 : Families Where Young Girls Are Involved in Economic Activity
Number of girls Number  of families Percentage
1 - 2 94 11.2
3 - 4 5 0.6
None 742 88.2

Attitude Towards Work
The attitude of self employed women towards their work is revealed in the in-depth
interviews. The work ethic is deeply embedded in them. Work is second nature to
them, something they do as naturally and easily as breathing.

        Malanbibi says: “I have confidence in the fact that every difficulty is
overcome with  hard work. I made this my motto in life”

In a similar vein,

    Bhanuben says: “ As long as we work, we live”.

Work, however often becomes the cause for ill-health and exhaustion as
women work long hours under difficult condition.

   Manalbibi: “ I had been too busy working day and night for repayment of my
debt to bother about my health. I did not realize I was pregnant until the 4th month
when I felt an acute pain at midnight, I miscarried and bled a lot”

On the other hand, work is sometimes liberating, so much so that women can
feel stifled if not allowed to work. Surajben describes how she went to work to
escape the pressure of being a mother.

    Surajben: “  I got pregnant during this time delivered twins. I, who was too
busy to look after one child, had two on my hands! I was so irritated, one or the
other would be crying and screaming. I could sleep neither during the day nor the
night. And they were always wanting to feed and attach themselves to my breast.
Finally, I went out and bought a goat for milk. She also had two kids. In all, two
animals and two children drank her milk. Then suddenly the goat died. Now I had
all four hungry babies on my hands! I bought another goat and told my mother,
‘Here are the children and here are the goats, I am going out’

Next morning, 4.00 a.m., I went to the market and bought vegetables and took
them to sell. At home they woke up and found me gone. There was
pandemonium at home-husband, children, mother, goats all searched and
shouted- “Where is she?” I was turning from selling vegetables. my husband met
me on the road and slapped me across the face once, twice, and the threw the
vegetables on the ground. I felt, ‘This is the end.’ This was the first time in my life
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that my husband had hit me. However, I just lowered my eyes and continued to
walk home. There my parents were ready with their contribution. “You ungrateful
wretch,” they said, “Tomorrow you take your children and go away from here. Are
we going to spend our whole lives slaving for you. “In spite of it all, I said nothing
and just began to nurse the children. When my husband came home I explained
quietly to him. I cannot sit at home all day. It is not in my nature. I have to got out
and earn for me and my children’s upkeep. Without working I have only inner
turmoil. I cannot spend my life on someone else’s earnings. I am willing to give
all my earnings to you, but please let me go and work.”

Income and Earning

As figure 1 below shows most of the women, 87.7%, earn below Rs. 600 per
month. However, of these than half, 52%, earn below Rs. 300 per month.

Table page no 29

These earning are below the minimum wages set by the State Government.
At the time of study, the lowest minimum wages in urban areas was Rs. 18 per day.
The minimum wages for bidi workers was Rs. 20.80 per day, for garment workers
Rs. 33.05 per day, and for cleaners 28.36 per day. Even the lowest rural minimum
wages in the state, that of agriculture labourers, was Rs. 15 day or Rs. 375 per
month. So inspite of hard work and long working hours, these women earned below
the minimum wages.
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These incomes, however, have to support large families. As we have seen,
the average family size is 6-8.

One way of measuring how poor the families are is to see if they fall above or
below the “poverty” line. This “poverty” line is defined by the Planing Commission to
give an estimate of how many persons live below the level of subsistence. The last
time the poverty line was measured was in 1987-1988 when it was defined as Rs.
151 per capital per month. If we were to adjust this level by the change in consumer
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price index since 1987, a large portion of the sampled households would fall below
the poverty line.

Economic Benefits as a Result of Joining SEWA

The most frequent and most tangible of benefits which have been gained by
the members are economic. Table 14 below shows the economic benefits of joining
SEWA as perceived by the surveyed members.

1. Increase in Wages & Income – A majority of the sampled women, 72.7%,
reported an increase in wages and income. This comes about either from
union action for higher wages for piece-rate or co-operative support services
which increase workers productivity of efficency.

Table 14 : Benefits After Joining SEWA
Benefit gained by Joining SEWA Number Percentage
1.  Getting a regular income 664 76.0
2.  Increase in employment opportunities 656 75.1
3.  Increase in Wages & Income 635 72.7
4.  Regular & cheap supply of raw material 381 43.6
5.  Availability  of tools 200 23.0
6.  Space / place to work 168 19.24
7.  Started a new business 150 17.0
8.  Markets / Orders 59 6.7

2. Regular Income and Increased Employment-Increased and stabilized is
the most important need since most women are ready and willing to work but
do not get work, or they are able to obtain work but it is not consistent and
hence they are not able to obtain regular income. Many women, 76%, feel
that they have a regular income, and 75%, regular employment through
SEWA’s efforts.

3. Regular Supply of Raw Materials- The artisans, vendors, paper pickers and
a variety of other self –employed women rely on raw materials such as yarn,
cloths, bamboo, paper and vegetables to be able to earn an income. Often
they face shortages of these raw materials. Among the surveyed women,
43.6% felt that SEWA has helped them to get a regular supply of raw
materials.

4. Tools- Most self employed women workers need tools in order to perform
their work. Many of them, however, have either rented tools or if they own the
tools, they are so old and inefficient that their earnings as a result decline.
These tools include equipment such as sewing machines, handcrafts, block
printing tools etc. Of those interviewed, 23% felt they had been helped to own
their own tools.
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5. Work-Place – Self-employed workers need a place to carry on their work.
They need a workspace. This work space may be a spot in the market or
some other space to sell their wares of space to park their handcart. Or it may
be a place to store and sort waste paper. Public space is difficult to obtain.
Most vendor are not given licences and they are reduced to selling illegally.
The home-based workers house are often too small to accommodate their
tools. However, 19.2% of the members were able to get a work space,
primarily selling spots for vendors, through the intervention of SEWA.

6. Markets- SEWA helped 6.7% of the women to reach markets through
securing orders from various quarters, primarily the Government sector.

7. Diversification- It has been found that most families are able to survive
better if they are able to diversify their work. As we have seen, each family
often has a number of occupations with men and women engaged in different
trades. Furthermore, the families of the self employed are larger and so, as
the children attain adult age, the family seeks diversification. Here we see that
17% families were able to diversify into new business after joining SEWA.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Social Characteristic of SEWA MembersSocial Characteristic of SEWA Members
Community

India has various religions-Hindus, Muslims, Christians, Shikhs and others.
Along with this mix of religions, a complex castes structure exists which shapes
Indian society. Castes hierarchy, although the basis for Hindu society, exists to
some degree within all the other major religions as well. Caste, although a social
category, corresponds more or less to the economic activity carried on by the group
as a whole. As in any society, the economically and socially most ‘backward’ castes
are the working classes or those castes which engaged in some form of manual
labour.

The most oppressed classes at the time of India’s Independence were the
group that Gandhiji called the Harijans or the “Untouchables”. They were targeted for
special benefits, for a type of positive discrimination to compensate for their social
and economic disadvantages. These castes were called the “Scheduled Castes” as
they were placed in a special list or scheduled in the constitution. In Gujarat, the
schedule castes are primarily composed or weavers, lather workers and cleaners.
The original tribes of India too were found to be in an  extremely weak social and
economical position at the time of independence, and so they too were targeted for
special benefits. They are called the Scheduled Tribes.

The remaining castes have been divided into ‘Forward and Backward Castes’
to reflect their social and economic positions. The latter are mainly the castes which
rely on one from or other of manual work.

In Gujarat, both Muslims and Christians are minority communities. Most of the
members of these communities belong to the working classes. Since SEWA’s
membership consists of the self-employed workers, i.e. those who earn their leaving
by their own work, the membership reflects the religious and caste structure of the
working classes. Of the total sample only 27, or 3.1%, belong to the “forward”
castes.

Table 15: Classification of Members by Religion
Religion Number Percentage
Hindu 699 80.1
Muslims 165 18.9
Christian 8 0.9
Other 1 0.1
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Table 16: Classification of Members By Castes
Caste Number Percentage
Scheduled Caste 274 31.4
Scheduled Tribes 50 5.7
Backward Castes 522 59.8
Any other 27 3.1

Family

In India the main support structure of a person is the family. Generally, the
‘family’ is not the nuclear but the extended family. Looking at it form a woman’s point
of view, her family may consist of her husband, her children, her husband’s parents,
her husband’s brother, their wives and children, her husband’s unmarried sister. It
may also include her son’s wievs and children. Often there is an old widowed or
unmarried aunt of her husband. It could also include her father –in-law’s brothers
and their extended families. All of these person may live within one’s house.
Sometimes, some of them may spend part of the time in the house and part
elsewhere. For example, a widowed mother-in-law may spend a number of months
of the year with each son. Often the families, though, occupying one house, they
may separate into different families by, cooking separately, i.e. “having different
stoves”. Sometimes, members of a family may live in adjoining houses but may all
ear “at one stove”.

In addition, to this there are many systems of income sharing. In some
families, all income is pooled and expenses under taken jointly. In other, certain
items are shared, while others are shard, while others are paid for separately.

It was of course not possible to capture this vast complexity of relationship in
a survey of this sort. For the purpose of this survey, a family has been defined as
one which “eats at one stove”. Even so the number of members in the family varies
considerably as the Table 17 below shows:

Table 17: Size of the Family
Family Members Number Percentage
1 – 2 30 03.4
3 – 4 101 18.4
5 – 6 313 35.7
7 – 8 222 25.3
9 – 10 87 09.9
11 – 12 28 03.2
13 – 14 17 01.9
14 & Above 18 02.0
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Surajben (vegetable vendor) says: “My father gave me 2 kilos of silver and
sent me off to my in-laws. At that time we were a happy household. My father-in-
law, mother-in-law and husband were all working in the mill. My husband’s two
sisters and one brother were small. We all lived in one room along with the family
of my father-in-law’s brother.”

In this family, however, although all are living in one room, the family is limited
to farther-in-law, mother-in-law, husband and husband’s sister and brother, because
they cook on one stove. The father-in-law’s brother’s family, although living in the
same room, cook at another stove.

Marriage

Marriage is a major turning point in the lives of most women. It is more so in
the case of the Indian woman who goes from a loving “plyar”(natal home) in to a
usually difficult “sasural”(in-law’s home). Most women marry at a very young age. In
our survey the vast majority, 83.4%, were married below the age of 18, out of which
20.7% were married as children i.e. below the age of 14.

Table 18: Age at Marriage
Year Number Percentage
no response 18 02.1
4 – 10 35 04.0
11 – 14 146 16.7
15 – 16 310 35.5
17 – 18 255 29.2
19 – 21 102 11.7
21 & above 7 00.8

Marriage is often one of the most heart-reading experiences of women.

Malanbibi: “I was  newlywed and had come to stay in Ahmedabad. I used to feel
very bewildered and lost in the new surroundings. The language seemed very
different to me and also the fact that it was a bigger city with buses and cars.
Initially, I used to feel very helpless and stiffed and cry at times, because it I had
wanted to go out it was difficult. First my family members did not like it, and
second, I had no experience of traveling in buses and did not speak the
language. In the village things were much simpler as I could go anywhere on foot
or on horse-back. Here I had to also wear a purdah while going out, plus bear up
with the taunts of my brother-in-like, ‘Her mother and father have not taught her
anything, how will she manage the house?”

Sometimes the marriage starts of well, but becomes difficult later, either because of
monetary difficulties or because the women cannot produce a son..
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Nirmalaben: “When I reached 2nd class, although I was an innocent child
knowing nothing of the world, I was engaged to a man living in Piplad village.
When I reached 7th class I was married off. At that time I did not even know how
to wear a sari. Two years later, I left my parent’s home when my husband came
to take me away. My husband and I lived very happily with the rest of my family.
My in-laws treated me well and felt that they were like my parents, and my sister-
in-laws like my sisters. Two or three years later, I had no children and slowly their
attitude towards me changed and they began to taunt me.”

Most of the members were married at a very young age, over 20% below the age of
14 years. Some had to give up their education and many had suffered because of
early marriage. The women were asked at what age they would like their daughters
to get married.

Table 19:  Preferred Marriage Age for Daughter
Age Number Percentage
1 – 14 13 01.5
15 – 18 530 60.8
19 – 21 201 23.0
Above 21 14 01.6
No response 115 13.1

The majority of women, more than 60%, still want their girls to marry between
the ages of 15 to 18 years.

The number of child marriages, below age 14, has fallen sharply from 20.7% to
1.5%. Also, the number of ‘adult’ marriages i.e. above 18 years has more than
doubled from 11.7% to 24.6%.

Table 20: Marital Status of Surveyed Members
Marital Status Number Percentage
Married 703 80.53
Unmarried 15 1.72
Separated 16 1.83
Widowed 123 14.09
Divorced 16 1.83

Looking at the marital status of the women most, 80.53%, of the women have been
married. Of these, 17.75% are no longer with a husband, being either widowed,
separated or divorced.

Head of the Family

The head of household is a sociological concept that is frequently used for
most surveys, include the Indian Census Survey and National Sample Survey
Organisation. It is generally assumed that the head of the household is the eldest
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earning male in the family. Sometimes the head of household is taken as the eldest
male in the family, even if he is not earning. It is rare to take a woman as the head of
household. The exceptional cases are households where the household consists of
woman with minor children. Even if there is no husband or elder male, in a
household with a adult son, the mother is not considered head of household. In the
survey by National Institute Of Urban Affairs (NIUA), which has one of the most
progressive definitions of headship considering divorced, separated or widowed
woman as head of household, female headship was only 14%.

In the survey, interviewers asked the women themselves who they
considered to be head of their household. Surprisingly, although only 17% are
separated, widowed or divorced, 33.1% considered themselves as head of
household.

Table 21: Head of the Family
Head of the family Number Percentage

Self 296 33.14
Husband 473 52.97
Any one else 124 13.89

When asked why they considered themselves heads of households, the most
common answer seemed to be “The house runs on our earnings”. This was
especially true of women whose male members were unemployed, sick or, as is
quiet common, wasted their earnings on drinking.

Motiben explains: “My husband hardly gives any money for the family. The
family responsibilities are mine. I arranged for my daughter’s wedding. I take care
of the customs.”

It is noteworthy that these women are aware of their own status as heads of
the household. This tendency becomes even more pronounced if one looks at the in-
depth survey of the more active members of SEWA. (See leaders section).

Age

As we have seen, most women get married below the age of 18, so by the
time she is 20, she already has one or more children. Her child bearing continues up
to the age of 35 or 40. It is generally believed that women are less economically
active in the child bearing and rearing age. However, if we look at the age
distribution of the women, we find that 68% of the women are younger than 40
years. These younger women are not only economically active, but also socially
active enough to become members of an organisation (SEWA). However, looking at
the more active members, the leaders, we find only 32.5% to be below 40 years and
the maximum number of active leaders 65% are between the age of 40 and 60.
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Table 22: Age of Members From the Leaders Survey
Age Number Percentage

Below 20 0 0
20 – 30 3 7.5
31 – 40 10 25.0
41 – 50 16 40.0
51 – 60 10 25.0
Above 60 1 2.5

40 100.00

So we see that women are economically active throughout their lives, it is only in a
later stage of life, after they are free from responsibilities of child earning can they
become more intensively active in social organisations and movements.
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CHAPTER SIX

Economic Crises, Savings and LoansEconomic Crises, Savings and Loans
Self Employed Women constantly need capital to expand or even continue

their work. Sometimes these needs are for small amounts of working capital or a
work tool and sometimes larger amounts for assets.

As the SEWA bank document reports:
“A large majority of self-employed women do not own capital or the tools and
equipments of their trade, consequently they remain vulnerable to the
clutches of private money lenders and remain indebted indefinitely at the
interest rates which can be high as 10 per cent per day. Indebtedness puts
them in a week bargaining position with the middlemen and traders of their
own business, on whom they are dependent for their livelihood, thus
perpetuating their state of low wages and insecurity of work opportunities and
completing the vicious circle of indebtedness.

We at SEWA, soon realised that the source of credit for these women was the
cause of many other problems. Unfortunately, most women do not have
access to institutional source of credit. Their major borrowing are form
relatives, friends, their ‘seths’ or money lenders where they often have to
pawn their jewelry or household items.”

There are many occasions in a woman’s life when suddenly her income
needs dramatically increase. Sometimes the need is acute and immediate,
occasioned by crises such as illness, death, riots and floods. Surajben’s crisis came
when her husband was ill with a spinal injury and the family needed Rs. 4,000 for the
treatment. They had to sell jewelry and borrow from friends and relatives. Similarly,
Lilaben’s husband had cancer and she says:

Lilaben: “My husband was in the cancer hospital. I didn’t know what to do, how
to do, how to care for him, take care of my children, cook, clean and earn at the
same time. I just keep crying not knowing what to do. Then my aunt’s daughter-
in-law came to help. She said I’ll take care of the children and cook. You stay at
the hospital. I couldn’t earn. We had no source of income and our expenditure
was now so high. Along with the usual household expenditure was the medicines
and other costs. I had to borrow so many people, pawn my jewelry, even my
vessels!”

Zenbunissa: “In 1985 there were riots. Mobs come near our house, but picking
up my courage, I took my children to the police station and they took us to the
refugee camp. When we away, our houses was burnt and all my possessions
were looted. My sewing machine was gone. We had to rebuild the house, start
earning, but from where we to get the money?”
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Marriage are a social obligation, a life fulfilling obligation for every parent and each
marriage entails expenses. The marriage ceremony itself is expensive and often a
bride price or a dowry has to be paid.

Motiben: “ I spent Rs. 2,000 on gifts for my daughter’s wedding. It included 1
brass pot,  10 plates, 1 brass bucket, 5 silver rings and silver anklets weighing
about 7 tolas”.

Savitaben: “I spent Rs. 10,000 on my son’s marriage. Rs. 5,000 I borrowed from
my seth (who she sells waste paper to) and the rest from relatives.”

A house is of supreme important to a woman. When her immediate need of
food and clothing are even partially satisfied, she begins to think of improving her
house. Yet here too, she requires a lump-sum of money.

SEWA Bank

SEWA Bank is the institution which tries to meet these loan needs of women.
The first major development efforts of SEWA, the SEWA Bank was started in 1974.
It aim at providing an integrated set of banking services which make it a multi-
service organisation that has deviated from the general pattern of co-operative
banks. The objectives of this bank which are an outcome of practical experience are:

1) Providing facilities for savings and fixed deposit accounts, thus inculcating
thrift in the women, managing their saving and ensuring sage custody of the
cash of the women receive as loans.

2) Providing credit to further the productive, economic and income-generating
activities of the poor self-employed.

3) Extending technical and management assistance in production, storage,
producing, designing and sale of good s and services. This includes services
to buy raw materials, equipment, tools and implements, establishing direct
links with industries, wholesalers and producers from where the borrowers
buy rags, scrap iron and wood , marketing their goods, accounting services to
members individually and to women’s groups.

4) Providing facilities to rescue their jewelry from pawn-brokers and private
money lenders and giving loans against jewelry.

5) Adjoining procedures and designing schemes suitable to poor self-employed
women, like collecting daily saving from their places of business or houses, or
providing saving boxes and giving training and assistance in understanding
banking procedures.

From 1974 to 1977, SEWA Bank concentrated on mobilising self-employed
women to save with it and acted as an intermediately to enable its depositors to get
loans from the nationalaised banks. In 1976, the Bank began advancing money from
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its own fund to its depositors and since that time has development into a viable
financial unit.

The governing body is the Board of Directors which has representation of
major trade groups from SEWA’s membership. All the major decision about the Bank
are taken by the Board which meets once a month and it also sanctions all the loan
advances. Illiteracy of the members has rarely come in the way of taking decisions
or finding solutions to the banking needs of SEWA members. The Bank has an office
staff which handles all the administrative work. SEWA union’s team of trade
organisers also from the field staff of the bank and help mobilise savings and new
accounts.

Any woman can open an account with the SEWA Bank. As the majority of
account holder are illiterate, the SEWA Bank has evolved a unique system of
identification cards which have a photograph showing her holding a slate with her
account number written on it. Her name and account number are thus associated
with her photograph and not her signature, as is the usual banking custom.

Looking at the result of the survey we find that of the 873 members surveyed,
20% have taken a loan.

Table 23: Number of Respondents Who have Taken a SEWA Loan
Number Percentage

Members taken a loan 73 20 %
Members not taken a loan 703 80 %

Table 24: Amounts Of First Loan Taken By Respondents
Value Number Percentage

50 – 400 9 05.2
500 – 1000 35 20.2
1500 – 1900 9 05.2
2000 – 3000 61 35.2
3500 – 4000 12 06.9
4200 – 4500 2 01.1
5000 – 6000 28 16.2
6000 – 8000 5 02.9
10,000 and above 4 02.3
No response 8 04.6

The survey revealed that 66% of person have taken loans for less than Rs.
3000, with as much as 25.4% having a small loan of less than Rs. 1,000. In contrast,
in a nationalised bank rs. 10,000 and below is considered as a small loan and these
banks rarely give loans of below Rs. 5,000.

The various purpose for which the loans were taken are shown in Table 25:
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Table 25: Purpose of the Loan
Purpose Number Percentage
Work 78 45.0
House 43 24.8
Marriage 15 09.6
Paying of previous debts 14 08.1
Illness 2 01.2
To make jewellery or unspecified 19 11.0

The highest percentage, 45% of the loans have gone for business purposes
e.g.. for tools or working capital. Next, housing loans accounted for nearly 25%.
These loans reflect, the emphasis of the Bank for giving loans for productive
purpose. In the definition of SEWA Bank, the housing loan is work-related as it goes
mainly to home-based workers whose home is also their work place. The loan for
debt repayment is also is in a way, an economically productive loan. When self-
employed women borrow from private sources, they have to pay high interest rates,
varying from 10% per month to 10% per day. In SEWA Bank, this high interest rate
from private source is reduced to 12% per year and their expenses decrease
considerably.

Upon repaying their first loan, self-employed women tend to take a second
and third loan.

Table 26: Number of Successive Loans Taken
Number Percentage

1. Taken 1st Loan 173 20.0
2. Repaid and taken 2nd Loan 75 08.5
3. Repaid and taken 3rd Loan 35 04.0

Table 27: Purpose of Successive Loans
Purpose 1st Loan 2nd Loan 3rd Loan

No         % No           % No.           %
Work 78       45.0 34        45.3 12          34.2
House 45       24.8 16        21.3 10          28.6
Marriage 15       08.8 6          08.0 4            11.4
Jewellery 2         01.6 - -          - - -              ---
Debt Repayment 14       08.1 5          06.6 2            05.7
Illness 2         01.15 1          01.3 2            05.7
Not specified 19       11.0 11        14.6 5            14.2
Household Goods 2         02.6 75      100.0 35        100.0

The purpose of taking successive loans were also analysed (Table 27).
Although the purpose of the loan remain the same with successive loans, the
amount of loan continuously increases. This is partly because the woman has
improved her financial position since taking her first loan. She is able to take a larger
loan and pay larger instalments. It is also partly because the bank now has more
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trust in the woman as she trust in the woman as she has repaid her first loan
regularly. Thus the bank knows that she can repay the next loan the next installment
on time.

Motiben:, (a datan seller, who has taken a number of loans from SEWA Bank):
“My first loan was for my daughter’s wedding, it was for Rs. 2,000. I paid back all
my dues from my income coming from datans. My husband drives a bullock cart.
I bought this using a loan taken from SEWA Bank. The bullock was for Rs. 1,800
and the cart for Rs. 2,200. He goes to other villages and sometimes to
Ahmedabad city for transporting wood, wheat, and other food stuffs, but this is
not a regular income. Sometimes we get such orders and sometimes not. For
carting and transporting two or three times he is paid rs. 50 to 60.

I took a loan three times to grow datans. In order to buy this land and grow datan,
we have to pay Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 10,000 beforehand. I took a loan the previous
year and then again I took one about 6 month back. I repaid my installments and
I have applied thrice for it. I have saving account and also a fixed account.

In my life, only once I was not able to pay the installment and that was because
of Diwali festival and I fell sick. I would have borrowed money from elsewhere
and paid my installment but Zohraben told me that she would talk to SEWA bank
staff. I know that they would understand my difficulties and after seeing my
progress and records, I was sure they would excuse me.”

As Motiben relates, regular payment is an important part of the banking service.

Saving as a Need

As we have seen there are many times in a woman’s personal, social or work
life when she need a lump sum of money. One way to obtain this money is take a
loan. However, most self-employed women have limited access to loans. Although
she may sometimes borrow from family (extednded), these source are restricted as
her family is rarely well-off enough to lend her money. Often, she has access to
money lender but the interest rates are exorbitant. Members of SEWA do have
access to SEWA Bank but this so far has been able to serve only about 20% of the
membership.

Women on their own do recognise the need for having spare money and do
to try to save out of their earnings. The saving can take a number of forms. They
save cash and keep it in a safe place. They convert their saving into jewelry or they
convert their saving into some other asset such as household items, land etc. at
times of need, the jewelry or asset is sold or pawned.

The main problem for women in saving is that they have no safe place to hide
their savings. The story of Savitaben, a paper picker, illustrates this difficulty.
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Savitaben: “I would save a little everyday and put it in a trunk. Thus I saved Rs.
300. One day I returned from work and saw the money had gone. My husband
had taken the money and left the house and disappeared. He returned only after
one month. I cried and cried. I could not eat for 3 days. Do you know how difficult
it is to even earn one rupee ! Because of this incident I no longer saved money at
home. I had a good neighbour and saved and kept Rs. 1,000 with her. Again I
was cheated. My neighbour never returned my money.”

There are other way too that women try to save. Occasionally, they have joint
accounts with their husbands in other banks. Sometimes they join a chit fund.

Saving Services

The SEWA Bank provides not only a loan service, but also a safe place to
keep savings. The bank organisers visit a woman’s workplace or her house and
collect her saving on a weekly basis. Our survey shwos 55% of the women have
cash savings.

Table 28: Cash Savings
Number Percentage

Yes 483 55.1
No 390 44.8

Table 29: Number of Women Who Have Deposits in SEWA Bank
Number Percentage

In SEWA Bank (Savings a/c ) 359 74.3
In other places 124 25.7

Table 30: Forms of Savings
Form of Savings Number Percentage
Cash 483 55.1
Shares 134 15.8
Jewellery 198 34.1
Other 115 13.1

The majority of women who have cash savings, deposit it in a SEWA bank
account. Others either keep it at home, with relatives, neighbours, or they use chit
funds or very rarely other banks. In addition to cash savings, women have bought
shares in SEWA Bank. Many save by buying jewelry and some have other assets as
savings. However, in terms of total amount the members’ saving in jewelry is much
higher than in any other method.
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Table 31: Amount Saved in Saving Accounts
Amount (Rs.) Number Percentage

0 – 1000 274 76.3
1000 – 5000 164 18.9
5000 – above 14 03.9
No response 3 0.8

Table 32: Amount Saved in Jewelry
Amount (Rs.) Number Percentage

0 – 1000 20 06.7
1000 – 5000 195 67.4
5000 and above 83 27.8

Women tend to more in the form of jewelry. Only 6.7% of the jewelry savings
were below Rs. 1,000 , whereas 76.3% of cash savings were below Rs. 1000. One
measure of women’s independence is whether they control their own savings. Over
46% of the women surveyed handled their own savings, the reminder of women
have no savings 24.5%, or have to seek their husband’s permission 12.5% or elders,
16.5%.

Table 33: Decisions Taken Regarding Saving Account
Number Percentage

Wife controls 406 46.5
With husband's permission 109 12.5
With elder's permission 144 16.5
No savings 214 24.5
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CHAPTER SEVEN

HealthHealth
A woman’s health and the health of her husband and children play a crucial

role in determining her economic and social well being. A serious illness cause
major expenses which may land the family in debt. An illness of the women or her
husband or another earner in the family may also wipe out an important source of
income. There is no social security for workers in the self-employed sector and so
during times of illness, the poor have to fall back on their savings or take loans. The
poor depend on a public health system which provides some relief. However, it is
often not responsive to their needs and they are forced to seek expensive private
treatment.

Women’s Illness
The type of health problems a woman faces can be divided into 4 major types :

1. Illness due to her work
2. Illness due to maternity or gynecological problems
3. Illness due to diseases
4. Illness due to accidents

Table 34: Incidences of Occupational Health Problems of Surveyed Self-
Employed Women

Type of Problem Number Percentage
Tiredness 40 57.1
Fever 19 27.1
Giddiness 17 24.3
Body ache 7 10.0
Cough / Pain in throat 8 11.4
Headache 2 02.9
Burning eyes & nose 2 02.9
Heaviness in chest 2 02.9
T.B. 1 01.4
Boils 1 01.4

These health problems are of course often overlapping. A women’s
gynecological problems, for example, can be aggravated  due to overwork.
Accidents may occur at the work site etc.

Earlier surveys by SEWA have revealed the extent of these of problems.
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Table 35: Occupational Health Problems Of Garment Workers
Type of problem Number Percentage
(Total Sample = 100)
Pain – arms and legs 80 28.6
Back pain 47 16.9
Headache 41 15
Swelling in limbs 8 2.9
Body ache 12 4.3
Stomach – ache 11 4
Dizziness 23 8.21
Eye Problems 26 9.3
Other 32 11.42
(neck pain, fever,percentage)

Gynecological problems and anemia seem to be the most common illness faced by
women. In a survey of hundred self employed women the following problems were
found:

Table 36: Health Problems of Women Over a One Year Period
Health Problems Total Treated Not Treated
Irregular Menstruation 17 8 9
Heavy Menstrual Bleeding 24 9 15
Genital Itching and Burning 21 6 15
Lactation Failure 8 1 7
Pain below Abdomen 25 9 16
White Discharge 46 20 26
Weakness 37 10 27
Giddiness 38 10 28
Body Ache 10 -- 10

As can be seen form the Table 36, many women suffer gynecological problems-pain
below the abdomen 25%, heavy bleeding 24% and white discharge 46%.

Anemia (weakness and giddiness) was reported by 75 women. One of the
shocking facts that emerged during an earlier survey (1975) was the fact that 3% of
members had died during child birth.

Children’s Illness and death

Children often more vulnerable than their mother to illness and disease. Child
death too common phenomenon. Twenty percent of women experienced the death
of a child. In the survey mention above the causes for child-death were analysed.

Of a total of 100 families surveyed, 29 reported childhood mortality in their
families as can be seen from Table 37. The range was from 17 families who
reported one death in their family to one family which reported as many as 5 deaths.
The women were asked to list the most frequent causes of childhood mortality.
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Table 37: Number of Child Deaths in the Community (Total Sample = 100)
Number of Deaths Number of Families
1 death 17
2 death 7
3 death 2
4 death 2
5 death 1
Total 29

Table 38: Reasons  for Death of Children
Reasons Number
Measles 15
Diarrhoae / Vomiting 7
Stillborn 5
Fits 5
Fever 4
Accident 2
Pneumonia 2
Immediately after birth 2
Worms 1
Natural Death 1
Unknown Reason 2

Men’s Illness

A man’s illness is perhaps the heaviest burden on a family. His illness leads
to a major loss of income, and in addition the women has to either give up work to
look after him, or she works doubly hard to do both.

Men’s illness too can be related to their occupation.

Lilaben : (Community health worker) says: “My brother was the mainstay of our
family. He was like my father. He used to go to the factory and work on a
machine. He got injured on the machine and died. We did not get any
compensation.”

Ambeben: “One day my husband wanted to attend a wedding. He did not get
leave, so he cut his finger with a blade, showed his bleeding finger and got
leave. He went to the marriage and danced a lot. His finger got infected and
he got tetanus and died.”

A common cause of men’s illness is too much drink. Although this question was not
include in the survey, four of the ten women interviewed in-depth mentioned at least
one male in the family who drank a lot and got ill.
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The burden of man’s illness on the family is described here by Malanbibi:

Malanbibi: “At this time my husband met with an accident and the doctor said
that his chances for surviving were nil. But I told the doctor not to worry about the
expenses and to do everything in his power to save him. I spent approximately
Rs. 25,000 on his illness. On being questioned by my brother-in-laws as to how I
intended to pay off the debt and being told that “Your husband will not earn any
thing now”, I replied that I was not afraid of hardwork, that I could face the
situation bravely. “I’ll stitch people’s clothes, work somewhere, or make quilts”.
The one year following the accident was very difficult as the work-load had
increased tremendously. I had to help my husband walk initially by physically
supporting him. Later on I helped him with a stick and fed him while he was bed
ridden for a whole year. There was an extra expenditure on medication also. He
was treated here for 6 months and then taken to Bombay for another 8 months.”

SEWA Health Services
Health

SEWA has been providing health services to its members. It is committed to
providing simple, safe and low cost primary health care, both preventive and curative
to SEWA members live and work. The approach is to train community health
workers by sharing and consolidating health care knowledge and skills through a
series of intensive trainings. These community health workers then provide health-
care services in their own areas. Two doctors work closely with the health workers
assisting in practical training. In the sample, health services have reached 42% of
the respondents

Table 39: Members Receiving Health Services
Number Percentage

Yes 364 42
No 511 58

Table 40: Type of Services Availed
Type Number Percentage
Curative Services
including Medicines

335 42

Spectacles 67 17.5
Immunization 159 43.7
Family Welfare 59 16.2
Maternity Benefit 81 02.2
Help with Govt. Hospitals 68 18.6
Health Training 158 43.4
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The majority of members, 92%, were interested in SEWA’s health service for
the curative services offered. These include services of the community health
worker, the doctor and generic drugs which are of good quality and available at
lower prices than those available in the market.

Spectacles

This is a special scheme started and subsidiary by SEWA. The scheme was
started as many of SEWA members, garment workers, embroidery workers, block
printers etc., strain their eyes while working and need spectacles at a young age.
SEWA health investigators found that there was an inhibition among women to have
their eyes tested and to obtain spectacles for themselves. Members needing
spectacles are identified by the organisers, leaders or community health workers.

Linking with Government Services

The next four services, family welfare, immunization, maternity benefits
hospitalisation, are government health care programs in which SEWA has acted as
a link to improve outreach. The maximum number have availed the immunization
program, 43.7%, followed by maternity benefit, 22%. There is a social security
scheme for women in certain traders such as bidi in the unorganised sector.

Health Training

One of SEWA’s important services is to provide training in simple health
practices to its members. In the sample, 43.4% of the members have taken the
training. Topics covered include child health, such as immunization and oral re-
hydration technique, maternal health including immunization and maternal care,
nutritional knowledge, cures for simple ailments, and recognition of symptoms of
serious disease. The training has resulted in an increased awareness for child
immunization which can be seen in Table 41.

Table 41: Increase in Immunization Practice
Number Percentage

Did you immunize your children 581 66
Did you immunize your
children After joining SEWA

639 73

Increase 58 7
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Children and Child CareChildren and Child Care
Marriage is a duty and work is necessity, but for the Indian woman, children

are herself-fulfillment. She lives for them, sacrifices for them and finds her greatest
happiness in them. As they say, “children are our only wealth”. Most women in the
survey have give birth to an average of 5 children.

Table 42: Average Number of children of Respondent
Births Number Percentage

0 47 5
1 61 7
2 62 7 19%
3 98 11
4 131 15
5 134 5 41%
6 114 13
7 87 10
8 57 7
9 84 10 40%

Where only 19% have 2 or less children, 41% have between 3 and 5 and a
large percent, 40%, have had 6 or more births. The average number of birth work
out to 5 births per woman. However, of this total, not all children survive. Of the total
4,239 births, 802 or 19% died and 3,437 survived. Thus the average of surviving
children per women is 4.

Table 43: Child Mortality
Ever Married

Women
Children Born Births per

women
Children
Surviving

Surviving
Children per

Women
858 4239 5 (4.9) 3437 4

When interviewed the woman say that they want at least two sons, so that
they can be taken care of in their old age and have someone to depend on. But they
also want at least one daughter to help them with the housework. As the children
grow up, the sons begin earning an income and help support the household. When
sons marry, the daughter-in-law also work take over the housework. The woman
becomes a matriarch. But until such time the woman has to look after the children
and work at the same time.

Among the surveyed women, 157 or 18% were using the SEWA childcare
service of anganwadi or crèche, women gave a variety of answers:
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Table 44: Child Care Arrangements Before SEWA Interventions
Who Looked After Child Number Percentage

Mother in law 89 46.1
Daughter 51 26.4
Neighbour 20 10.4
Relative 10 05.2
Take them to work 21 10.9
Other child care center 2 01.0

The mother-in-law provides the most frequent support for child care, but often
the child is left which a young daughter. This then prevents the elder child from
going to school. Also, they quality of care that an elder child can give is limited by
her age. Only 1% of women had access to institutional care where she could leave
the child.

Lilaben talks about working in a cotton gin.

Lilaben: “My husband and I were both working in the gin. He would put the
cotton in the gin. The cotton that come out was put in a strainer and then in a
Charkha (spiner). The cotton dust would fly everywhere, causing us to sneeze.
We felt sick all the time. My children would be there with us. Then Raju(my son)
became very ill. So we stopped going to the gin.”

Savitaben: “My neighbour used to pick paper off the streets and I began going
with her. Some one also took me to an office where I did the sweeping and
cleaning. I had a one month daughter, I would leave her crying with a neighbour
at 5.00 a.m. and go out to work.”

SEWA’S Child Care Service

Since 1982, SEWA has helped to establish and run twenty anganwadi (child-
care) centres in various neighbourhoods in Ahmedabad where SEWA members live.
Each centre is staffed by a teacher who is from the same area as the mothers. The
teacher’s salary is partly taken care of by monthly contribution from mothers. Thus
these anganwadi cantres also become a means of self-employment for some
women. There are 30 children, generally between the ages of 3 and 6, at each
centre. Thus a total of 600 children are involved in this program each year.

The mother who enrolled the children in SEWA’s child care service were
asked in what way the centres had benefited them or the child. They all felt that the
child had improved both physically and economically.
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Table 45: Changes in Children After SEWA Child Care Intervention
Who Looked After Child Number Percentage

Mother in law 89 46.1
Daughter 51 26.4
Neighbour 20 10.4
Relative 10 05.2
Take them to work 21 10.9
Other child care center 2 01.0

The mother too is able to work better and with worry less when the child is at
the child care centre.

Table 46: Changes in Mother After SEWA Child Care Invention
Number Percentage

Improvement in regularity of
employment of income

115 73.2

Decrease in worry about the child 101 64.3
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CHAPTER NINE

HousingHousing
Need for a House

Throughout most of woman’s life, her ambitions and dreams revolve around
the house. At Indian women are ‘housewives’ in that is their primary responsibility to
look after the function of the household. Cooking, cleaning, washing clothes and
child care are all carried out within the confines of a home.

Home is also work place to many workers. For home-based workers, who
constitute 61% of SEWA’s urban membership, all work is carried on in the confines
of the home. Other workers use the home for their work operations. The paper
pickers for example use it for sorting collected paper. Vendors use it for sorting the
left-over goods to be sold the next day. The home is also their bank. It is the often
only safe place they have of storing their precious store of saved money or jewelry.

Finally, the home is the place of physical security. Unfortunately, due to the
structure of society women remain objects of violence, especially sexual
(molestation, abduction and rape). And so women feel the need of a secure home to
protect themselves and their daughters against this violence.

In the rural areas, most families do have some form of house. But in the
urban area where space is source and expensive, owning a house remains a distant
dream for most poor women. Surajben, who lived with her father-in-law and his
brother’s family, all in one room described her search for a home.

Surajben : My father-in-law and his brother quarreled about the room in which
we were all living. His brother said that we should leave. They came to blows and
finally our whole family father-in-law, mother-in-law, my husband, I and my
husband’s brother and sisters were pushed out. Where we to live? My father-in-
law said “Let us to go the village. We have some land there. We can farm the
land”. My husband said, “ No, we have got used to working in the city. We earn
well here. Let us go and live with my aunt (Massi)”. So my father-in-law, mother-
in-law and the children went to the village, and my husband and I stayed at this
aunt’s house. The aunt refused to take any money for boarding or lodging from
us. So we were able to save some money and we asked the aunt to help us get a
house somewhere. Our aunt lent us some money and together with our saved
money we bought a hut in a slum. Then we brought back our father-in-law and
family because they were unable to earn much in the village.”

However, then Surajben’s mother-in-law became ill so the whole family went back to
the village.
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“But, my husband was no longer used to village work. One day, as he was
watering the field, he fell down and injured his spine,

To get him treated at a hospital, they had to go back to Ahmedabad.
“We used this money to pay our way to Ahmedabad. But where could we stay in
Ahmedabad? So we went to my brother-in-law’s house. But one welcomed us
there. Although, they said nothing, we could understand that they must have felt
that, here are these two extra people, we have to feed, give mattresses to sleep
on, when money is so tight in the house. When the family knew that we had no
money even to pay for food, they made my husband get up from the house and
sleep near the toilet. They kept him there for two days and then sent us off to my
father ‘s house.

After her husband recovered, he got a job and they invested money in a piece of
land. They continued to live with the father.

“Then my brother got married, so we rented a hut at Rs. 10/-per month and
moved out to make space for his family. We lived there five years and I had two
children. My mother lived nearby and would look after the children. One day a
snake came out of the ground in our house. We got scattered that may be one
day a snake will come out and bite the children. So we left that hut and made a
kuccha hut in the land that belong to us and began living there. That time I was
pregnant. I had my sister living with us to help me. It was the monsoon season.
One day there was a storm. Our roof flew off, I was so scared, but thank God no
one got hurt. My sister and I went to look for the roof and in the dark I fell into a
pit. My sister called some people and they pulled me out. I was hurt on my head
and due to jolting in my back I started my labour pains. My sister put me in a
handcart and pushed me to our father’s house where I delivered a daughter, I
stayed a few days recovered and returned home. My children were all ill now,
due to the drenching in the rains. Two children had fever and two had dysentery.
My father in law and mother-in-law came to see us. They said “All this has
happened because you did not establish our family Goddess in the house before
making it.” So we prayed to the Goddess and built a little shrine. Then we rebuilt
our house over the shrine. After that there was peace in the house. “Slowly more
people came to live in the society. I though that now a lot of people are living
here, and there is no shop, if we start one it will do well. I consulted with my
husband and he agreed with me. So we started a small shop inside the house.
We got a lot of customers and earned well from it.”

Existing Houses

As the description shows a hose for most poor women means a place in the
slum. It may be “kuccha”i.e. built of mud, plastic sheets, aluminum sheets, or “pucca”
i.e. of brick, cement and wood. It may have some “kaccha” and some “pucca”
elements. In our survey we find that about half of the women live in kaccha or semi-
kaccha structures, while 46% have a pucca home and 2% live out it open.
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Table 47: Housing Condition of Respondents
Type of House Number Percentage

"Kuccha" 372 42.6
"Semi-Kuccha" 76 8.7
"Pucca" 404 46.3
No house (live on the pavement in the open) 21 2.4

However these houses, whether “kaccha” or “pukka” are extremely small.
Although the size question was not examined in the present survey, a previous
survey done by SEWA bank reveals that:

Table 48: Size of House ( Size of sample = 1077)
Area in Sq. Ft. Number of

Families
Percentage

Less than 59 169 15.7
51 to 100 447 41.5
101 to 150 215 20.0
Above 151 152 14.1
No response 94 8.7

Table 49: Number of Rooms in Houses
Number of Rooms Number of Families Percentage

1 855 79.4
2 170 15.8
3 23 2.1
4 5 .0.5
No Response 24 2.23

More than 50% live in a house which is less than 100 sq.ft. and nearly 80%
live in one room. Given the fact that the average family size is more than 6, we can
imagine the overcrowding that occurs. Of those living in houses the figures in Table
50 reveal the ownership of the house.

As we saw in Surajben’s case, many families keep their links with their villages and
go back there when life in the city becomes unbearable or unlivable.

Table 50: Ownership Status of Houses
Number of Rooms Number of Families Percentage

Rented 475 55.70
Owned 377 44.20
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Table 51: Ownership of Village Houses
Number of Rooms Number of Families Percentage

Do you own a house in the village 458 52

A home is of course comprised or four walls and a rough but it also needs
services – water, drainage and latrine and electricity. These services, the
responsibilities of municipality, are more readily available in the urban than rural
areas. Water, for example is available to 95% of those surveyed. Of these, 24% had
access to communal tap facilities and 71% had a tap in their own home.

Table 52: Availability of Water Facility
Number Percentage

No water facilities 47 05.4
Public tap or hand pump 208 23.8
Tap in home 618 70.8

The bathroom is a place where they can have a bath and wash clothes. It
therefore a certain amount of privacy. However, 36% of women either had no access
to bathroom or had to use open publications. Majority of women do not use the
public bathrooms as they are in the open. They store water and bathe during the
night or in the early hours of morning for privacy. The bathrooms are not separate
rooms. In most of the cases the drainage corner of the room is used for that purpose
by putting up a curtain. In some cases a cot stood on its end or side is used as a
curtain in any part of the house. In case of no drainage facilities in the house they
bring water inside and after use throw the dirty water outside.

Table 53: Bathroom Conditions
Number Percentage

No bathroom 95 10.9
Public 220 25.2
In home 558 63.9

Latrines are a must in the urban areas. In rural areas women go to the fields
or their ablutions (although is becoming more difficult with the pressure on land), but
in the urban areas there are no such facilities. Generally, public latrines are very
badly maintained and private latrines are too expensive to build. In addition, the
municipality’s drainage services do not reach everywhere. Nearly 60% of the women
have to use either unhygienic public latrines or go out in the open i.e. on the road or
on open plot or rubbish heap.
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Table 54: Availability of Latrine Facilities
Number Percentage

No latrine (going out in open) 95 10.9
Public Latrine 423 48.5
Latrine 124 14.2
Common with neighbours
Self Owned 280 32

Although the facility of electricity is available throughout the city it has not reached
nearly33% of these homes.

Table 55: Availability of Electricity
Number Percentage

No electricity in slum 142 16.3
Public electricity in slum 144 16.5
Electricity in own home 507 67.2

           The fact that women see the importance of housing is revealed by the
fact that of the loans taken from SEWA bank, nearly 25% are for improvement of
houses or buying a new house. Most of the housing either build themselves or get
small artisans or small contractors to construct.
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CHAPTER TEN

EducationEducation
  The majority of the SEWA members have not had any formal schooling.
However,many of  those who have not been to school have learnt to read and write
on their own. They either learnt from siblings, neighbours or relatives. Some of them
have attended literacy classes. The pattern of educational attainment of SEWA
members is as follows:

Table 56: Female Education
Number Percentage

Illiterate 494 56.93
Can read & write 191 21.87
(1 to 12) class 177 20.27
College Education 8 00.9

Table 57: Male Literacy Rate
Number Percentage

Nuimber who have had some
education (formal or informal)

534 61.20

Number who are illiterate 339 38.8

The male literacy rate too is low in these families. The number of literate
males is lower than the Gujarat average of 72.54%. Similarly number of literate
females is below the Gujarat average of 48.5%. The sample shows a literacy rate of
only 43%.

Table 58: Some Reasons Given For Low Levels of Literacy
Reason Percentage

1. Lack of economic ability to educate 47%
2. Social customs 26.7%
3. Combination of above 2 reasons 20%
4. Neglect in the family
    (Orphan, Stepmother etc.)

6.3%

There are many reasons for the low levels of literacy. The leaders’survey cited in
Table 58 reveals some of these reasons. (this question was not asked in members
survey). These factors come out clearly in the case studies of Motiben, Lilaben and
Nirmalaben.

Motiben: “I wanted to study, but at a very young age my father put me to work.
So I could never think about going to a school. Who would look after the house ?
But I remember once when I was 12 years old,there was an evening class going
on near our house. I started attending it. Then there was this incident,in which
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somebody came and tried to hurt my elder brother who was sleeping. Since that
incident my father did not allow anyone of us to go to school.”

Lilaben: “I never went to school because my step-mother made me work from a
young age. I used to be sent with my brother for construction work and when I
returned I had to do the housework”.

Nirmalaben: “When I came in to the 2nd class, although I was an innocent child
knowing nothing of the world, I was engaged to a man living in Piplad village.
When I reached 7th class, I was married off.”

Learning and Training

          Although most of the women have not had a formal education they are very
keen to learn new things, to open their minds and to better themselves. SEWA has
been running different types of training programmes and generally finds that the
women are keen to attend them. There are two types of trainings offered by SEWA,
skill training and capacity building. The capacity building trainings are run by SEWA
Academy and are generally a duration of 2-7 days which are repeated over a period
of time. The trainings have reached nearly 33% of SEWA’s members in this study.
Of these,most of the trainings related to their trade such as worker education, co-
operative education etc. Most of the women felt that these trainings had increased
their courage and self-confidence. Others felt that the training strengthened them in
their work by increasing their knowledge. And some felt that it had enhanced their
personal development. Leadership qualities too got enhanced through these
trainings. And four women did away with purdah after a training.

Table 59: Training
Number Percentage

Number of members having taken
training

286 32.8

Table 60: Type Of training
Number Percentage

1. Training related to trade 258 29.6
2. Trainings related to leadership 104 11.9
3. Trainings related to SEWA
    movement

89 10.2

4. Others 60 6.9
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Table 61: Benefit of Trainings Received
Number Percentage

1. Helped us in our work (running a
co-operativem, rights as workers,
knowledge of laws etc.)

125 43.7

2. Increased courage & self
confidence (including 4 women came
out of purdah)

172 60.1

3. Personality development (including
broadening horizons, increased
enthusiasm)

115 40.2

4. Increased leadership qualities 196 68.5
5. Increased general awareness
(including health awareness,
education, banking etc.)

165 5.8

6. Was acquainted with pen and
paper for the first time

13 4.5

The enthusiasm of some of the women can be gauged from the quotes below:

Lilaben: “ When SEWA organiseres first came and explained to us about
SEWA, we were afraid. We said we do this work, sewing cement bags. The
organisers told us not to afraid. “ We’ll teach you new things”, they said “You will
learn new things”. Then they spoke to us about starting health work, about giving
medicines. They gave me courage even when I said I could not learn things. We
then went for trainings. Now we ourselves can train others. We learnt a lot. But I
was afraid in the beginning because I was illiterate. Now we can give medicines,
also explain to women about many things like fever or immunization. I love to
come to SEWA. I have learned a lot from SEWA. But I want to learn even more.”

Malanbibi: “ I might not know how to write but I possess good memory power. I
clean quote the correct accounts to Zehida, as to who I gave 20 kilos, or 25 kilos
etc. When the stock is over, I let them know, and then again when the new stock
arrives, I bundle it similarly. I also sit at the shop at times.
I go out for exhibitions, have undergone training for selling, talking, and
negotiating with traders. I can take care of anything, but I can’t count, though I
can state how many are involved in 1 dozen, 4 dozen, Rs. 50, Ts. 100 etc.
I fell very proud of the fact that I had been for exhibitions ot Delhi, Bombay and
even sold items there.”

Leaders Training

The SEWA leaders have participated quiet a lot in the SEWA training, as
Table 62 reveals.
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Table 62: Type of Training Received
Number Percentage

Trade related 22 55
SEWA movement 20 50
Child care 4 10
Leadership 12 30
Health 16 40
Other 4 10

In addition to training at SEWA many leaders have been sent by SEWA for training
at other institutions. It was found that 47.3% of the leaders had gone for training at
other institutions.

Children’s Education

The survey revealed that the families are trying to educate their own children
as can be seen in the following tables.

Table 63: Boys Education
Number Percentage

Families where boys have attended
school

763 86.40

Families where boys have never
attended school

82 9.3

No response incl. families with no
boys

38 4.30

Table 64: Girls Education
Number Percentage

Families where girls have attended
school

743 85.1

Families where girls have never
attended school

103 11.7

No response incl. families with no
girls

28 3.2

So, we see, that compared to their parents most of the parents generation of
children, over 85%, have been introduced in to the formal schooling system. There is
also not much difference between girls and boys.

Table 65: School Attendance
Families with Children between 6-

18 years
Families with

Children in School
Dropout Rate

Boys 597 482 18.9
Girls 566 417 26.3
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There is however a gender difference in the rates of school drop outs. The drop out
rate is 26.3% for girls and nearly 19% for boys.

Although, the women have not been able to get much formal education, they
are very ambitious about how much they want to educate their children.

Table 66: Desired Education For Sons*
Number Percentage

7 or below 16 03.4
10th Class (SSC) 113 24.0
12th Class (HSC) 53 11.3
Graduate 189 40.2
Teacher Training 1 00.1
Professional 22 04.7
Choice left to son 71 15.0
• The total response received were 470 as only these many families had boys who

were studying at present.

Table 67: Desired Education For Daughter*
Number Percentage

Below 7th Class 59 74
10th Class (SSC) 164 38.8
12th Class (HSC) 27 6.4
Graduate 102 24.2
Teacher Training 7 1.7
Professional 10 2.4
Left to Daughter 53 12.5
• 422 Daughters are presently studying

Bhanuben describes the keen desire to educate children.

Bhanuben : “My eldest daughter is 17 and she has just done her SSC (10th

class) exam. I could not study as a child but I am determined that my children
should go ahead in life. I have engaged a tutor for them though I have to make
extra bidis to pay for this. I want them to study and go as far as they can.”
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Social And Family RelationsSocial And Family Relations
The root of organisation build is change in social relations. To probe these

changes we took the questions that have been asked in the questionnaire as well as
the attitudes emerging from the in-depth interviews.

Change Within the Family

Most of the women’s life is spent in serving the family. And it is in the family
that her status is determined. This status has consistently been found to be lower
than that of men. The family puts less inputs i.e. education, training, nutrition into
daughters. Women are rarely consulted for important decisions. They are subject to
a husbands’ whims, often having to put up with violence from him.

SEWA has not directly intervened in family relationships. However, by
strengthening members economically and socially, women are given the strength to
stand up for their status. At the same time, members are exposed to the women’s
movement, where women are not considered the same time, members are exposed
to the women’s movement, where women are not considered interior to men. Our
attempt during the survey to find out, if there was any change in women’s
relationship within the family and also in their sense of self worth. The indicator
selected was decision-making role in important occasion within the family. The
Tables below shows a definite change.

Economic Decision

These include decision about work activities involving her, her husband or
other family members. Table 69 shows shift of 11% in her decision-making power
regarding work. The other major economic decision concerns large purchase in the
family such as TV, radio, cycle, jewelry etc. Here, too, there seems to be an added
weight to the woman’s decision-making power after joining SEWA.

Table 68: Who Makes Decisions Regarding Work
In Past At Present

Number % Number %
Member 349 40 444 51
Husband 521 60 499 57
Elder in family 156 18 106 12

Table 69: Who Makes Decisions Regarding Major Expenses
In Past At Present

Number % Number %
Member 359 41 469 54
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Husband 585 67 550 63
Elder in family 177 20 140 16

Social Decision

The major social decision for any family is the marriage of the children. The
family has to find the partner who should be suitable and from the same community.
They have to make the arrangements invite and involve all relative and friends. It is
a major responsibility. Here too we find that the say of the women has increased.
The other decision concerns social occasions, customs and traditions.

Table 70: Who Makes Decisions Regarding Son’s / Daughter’s Wedding
Past At Present

Number % Number %
Member 350 40 456 52
Husband 555 64 544 62
Elder in family 186 21 145 17

Table 71: Who Makes Decisions Regarding Social Customs and Tradition
In Past At Present

Number % Number %
Member 350 40 459 63
Husband 583 67 557 64
Elder in family 174 20 136 16

Children

Although the care of a child is a women’s responsibility, many decisions
regarding them are not left to her. Here too, we see a shift in her decision making
power in the areas of children’s education and children’s illness.

Table 72: Who Makes Decisions Regarding Children’s Education
In Past At Present

Number % Number %
Member 348 40 452 52
Husband 551 63 529 61
Elder in family 153 18 110 13

Table 73: Who Makes Decisions Regarding Children’s Illness
In Past At Present

Number % Number %
Member 372 43 488 56
Husband 539 62 515 59
Elder in family 158 18 117 13
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Dealings with World Outside the Family

Since most of SEWA’s work relates to a woman’s trade, the degree of self-
development can be most clearly measuring in a woman’s removal of inhibition in
the trade. However, the inhibitions of each trade are different. A bidi worker is often
afraid of her employer and contractor. She cannot raise her eyes or her voice in his
presence. So she is exploited by underpayment and inadequate provision of raw
materials etc. a vendor is intimated by policemen and municipal officer. One of the
achievements of an organisation is to try and break this fear, to give women
courage. The following survey shows a substantial increase in courage and
confidence of members. The women now understand the idea of struggle and they
accept the necessity of putting up a fight to protect their economic and social rights.

Table 74: Have Acquired Courage to Talk Back
(to Owners, Contractors, Police, etc.)

Number Percentage
Yes 540 60.5
No 353 39.5

Table 75: If Necessary Would You Struggle For Your Rights?
Number Percentage

Yes 398 46
No 475 54

Most women before joining an organisation like SEWA had moved in very
limited circles. There are four main circles in which a women moves. First, is her
family, the most intense and to her, the most important. Second, her extended family
and caste where all interaction are mainly for social customs such as marriage etc.

The third circle is her neighbourhood. In the rural areas neighbourhood is also
with their own community group. However, in the urban areas, this may or may not
be the case. The growth of urban slums reflected a pattern of migration from various
parts of Gujarat and India. The urban housing policies of the Government has also
encourage mixed dwelling. However, most prefer to live and be surrounded by their
own community. So the dwelling patterns in urban areas reflect the community
integration of some communities. The fourth circle is her work-circle. For a home
based workers this is, mainly her family and her neighbourhood and her one
employer or contractor. A vendor’s work place is in the market and her work pattern
requires interaction with a large variety of people. A paper picker covers a large area
away from the home but her interactions at work are limited.

Joining an organisation opens a new circle up a new circle of interactions for
the members and new forms of action which she never done before. Going to
meetings, participating in exhibitions, being part of rally-these are all new
experiences for a women. In this sample we find that more than 50% have indeed
participated in some form of such activity.
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Table 76: Have Been to Meetings Outside Neighbourhood or Work Place
Number Percentage

Yes 518 68
No 244 32

Table 77: Have Participated in a Rally
Number Percentage

Yes 516 59
No 357 41

Table 78: Have Participated in an Exhibition
Number Percentage

Yes 98 11.2

The social structure of society relegates women to the ‘private or family’
sphere, while men deal with the public space. In particular women have never learnt
to deal with the representatives of government. This has changed as women have
become more aware of the authorities that control their life and as they learnt
themselves to deal with them.

Table 79: Have Learnt to Deal with Authorities
Types Number Percentage

Dealing with Municipality 178 20.4
Dealing with Police 324 37.1
Dealing with other Govt. officials 239 27.4

SEWA has consciously dissociated itself from any political activity. It does not
participate in elections nor does it any political party. However, as part of a general
raising of awarness, the members do give thought to their political positions.
Furthermore, as they become more articulate they are wooded by various political
parties, invited to political meetings, etc. The tables below reveals the extent of their
political awareness.

 Table 80: On Whose Decisions Do Your Vote
Number Percentage

Herself 683 78.3
Husband and others 90 21.1

Table 81: Have Attended A Political Meeting
Types Number Percentage

Yes 119 13.6
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The Community Panchayat

Every community/caste in Gujarat has it’s own ‘Panchayat’ a group of elders
who decide the social affairs of the community. Marriage and divorce especially
have to be approved by this Panchayat. However, it always been the custom to
exclude from this Panchayat. It is an all-male affair.

As SEWA members grow in confidence, as their interactions begin to expand
outside their narrowly designed circles, they also begin the question their exclusion
from the Panchayats. This comes about in various ways. Either they demand a place
on the Panchayat or more likely the ask to be heard when cases are decided by the
Panchayat.

Table 82: Have Argued Your Case With The Panchayat
Number Percentage

Yes 14.6 16.7

Upliftment in the Community

As a women’s courage increases so does her articulateness and she is able
to voice her needs and feelings. At the same time, her prestige also increases as the
following tables show:

Table 83: Self-confidence and Prestige in the Community
Types Number Percentage

Have gained confidence to voice
opinions in family and community

409 46.8

Prestige increased in the community 334 38.2

Woman’s Independence

One of the most revealing survey findings was that these women have a high
degree of understanding of the economic independence of a women. All of them are
workers and they realise the important of starting on their own feet economically.

Table 84: Number of Members Who Believe in the Importance of Women’s
Financial Independence.

Number Percentage
Yes 712 81.5
No 142 16.2
Don't Know 19 2.2
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Table 85: Number of Members Who Feel That Women Should
Own Her Own Assets

Number Percentage
Yes 712 81.6
No 134 15.3
Don't Know 27 3.1

Table 86: Number of Members Who Believe In Equal Rights For Men and
Women

Number Percentage
Yes 779 89.2
No 58 6.6
Don't Know 36 4.1
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CHAPTER TWELVE

The SEWA LeadersThe SEWA Leaders
SEWA is registered as a trade union with 53,000 members of each trade elect

their representatives in the proportion of one representative per two hundred
members. These representatives form the Trade Council. Each Trade has it’s own
Trade Committee. Trade Council members are also the members of their
representative Trade Committee. Every three years the Trade Council elects an
Executive Committee of 25 members.

Along with SEWA’S Trade Council, Trade Committee and the Executive
Committee members, there are also the elected executive members of SEWA’s
sponsored Co-operatives. There are at present 60 Co-operatives out of which eight
are urban based. These committees are elected every year by the co-operative
members.

The executive Committee has the highest decision power in an organisation
as it represents the members and specific trade groups. In a people’s organisation
the priorities lie with its members and the elected members represent them. So for
our-in-depth survey of SEWA leaders, twenty two members from the Executive
Committee of SEWA, eight Co-operative Executive Committee members and then
Trade Council/Committee members were selected.

In the in-depth questionnaire there was much more intensive probing
facilitated by the fact that the surveyors were quite familiar with the respondents.

Leaders Are Representative of Members

These forty leaders have been elected from among the membership and so
are, in many ways, representative of the members. This representation is reflected
mainly in their trade and their social backgrounds. The economic activities reflects
that of the membership. The traders are as follows.
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Table 87: Economic Activity of Surveyed Leaders
Activity Number Percentage

1. Paper Picking 5 12.5
2. Bidi Work 5 12.5
3. Vegetable Vending 4 10.0
4. Contract Labour 3 7.5
5. Printing Work 3 7.5
6. Bamboo Work 3 7.5
7. Cleaning Work 3 7.5
8. Kerosene Selling 1 2.5
9. Used Garment Dealing 1 2.5
10. Weaving 1 2.5
11. Datan Vending 1 2.5
12. Tea-canteen 1 2.5
13. Creche 1 2.5
14. Tailoring Work 2 5.0
15. Health 1 2.5
16. Chindi Work 3 7.5
17. Papad Rolling 2 5.0

When grouped into the three trade classes, the leaders are:

Table 88: Work Activity Classification of Leaders
Home-based workers 17
Sellers of labour and service 13
Vendors 8

Socially too these leaders are representative of the membership as can be seen
from the tables below:

Table 89: Social Background
Number Percentage

Hindu 31 77.5
Muslim 8 20.0
Christian 1 02.5

Table 90: Caste Background
Caste Category Number Percentage

Scheduled Caste 14 35
Scheduled Tribes 2 5
Baxi Punch 22 55
Other 2 5

Only 2% of the members are from Forward Castes, the rest are from Scheduled
Tribes, Scheduled Castes, Backward Castes, Muslim or Children.
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Advanced Characteristics of Leaders

However in some areas the leaders are more advanced than their
membership. As is to be expected, the leaders are older than the general
membership. The median age of the leaders is 45 years as compared to 35 years for
membership.

Table 91: Age of Sampled Leaders
Age (Years) Number Percentage

Below 20 - -
20 – 30 3 7.5
31 – 40 10 25
41 – 50 16 40
51 – 60 10 2.5
61 and above 1 2.5

40 100

Second, the leaders are better educated than the membership. This is
surprising since one might expect the older age of the leader would mean less
education. However, the higher education levels indicates that members tend to
prefer leaders who have had some education.

Table 92: Education of Leaders
Number Percentage

Illiterate 11 27.5
Can read or write 4 10.0
Some education 25 62.0

Third, the income status of the leaders is also higher than that of the
membership. The median income of the leaders is Rs. 600/- per month as compared
to Rs. 300/- per month of the members. This also is to be expected as the members
are older and hence have more earning capacity and also since they are in close
touch with SEWA they would be in a position to take better advantage of the benefits
offered by SEWA.

Table 93:  Leader’s Monthly Income
Range Rs. Number Percentage

0 – 300 5 12.5
300 – 600 14 35
600 – 900 13 32.5
900 – 1200 4 10.5
1200 – 1500 3 07.5
1500 – 1800 1 02.5
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Tangible Benefits from SEWA

In all ways, the leaders have benefited more from SEWA than the ordinary
membership.

Table 94: Economic Benefit of SEWA Interventions
Economic Benefit Number Percentage

Income increase 20 68.42
Regular income 30 78.95
Regular Employment 40 100.00
Raw Material 13 39.00
Place of Business 19 49.00
Working Capital 21 55.26
Govt. Market 10 26.32
Diversification 11 28.95
Assets 4 09.00

Self Worth and Status

The leaders have a strong sense of self-worth. This can be seen more clearly
in their description of the head of household. A high percentage unusually 52.3%
regards themselves as head of the household. Another 20% see themselves as ‘joint
head’ with their husband. In short 72.5% see themselves as the head in their
household. This is so even though 72.5% still have their husbands in their family.

Table 95: Marital Status
Category Number Percentage

Married 29 72.5
Widow 6 15
Separated 4 10
Divorced 1 2.5
Unmarried - -

Table 96: Head of Household
Category Number Percentage

Herself 21 52.5
Husband 7 17.5
Both husband and wife 8 20.0
Others 4 10.0

Total: 40 100.0

The same self worth is reflected in their answers to the following questions :

1. It is necessary to be economically independent.
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2. It is necessary for a woman to own her own assets.
3. Since women work equal to men they should have equal rights.

All women-100% agreed to the above statements. In addition 67.5% of the leaders
added on their own statement saying that women work more than men.

Her status within the family is also higher as can be seen by the indications of
decision making within the family. This is partly due to her higher age, partly to her
self worth and partly to her leadership in SEWA.

Table 97: decision For Purchase Of Assets Like Jewelry, Cycle, TV etc.
Before

Number
Percentage Now Number Percentage

Herself 8 20 13 32.5
Husband 14 35 14 35
Both together 9 22.5 5 12.5
Others 9 22.5 8 20

Table 98: Decision on Child’s Marriage
Before

Number
Percentage Now Number Percentage

Herself 3 7.5 9 22.5
Husband 14 35 6 15
Both together 9 22.5 8 20
Others 14 35 17 42.5

Dealing with the External World
The leaders are far more active than members in dealing with the external world.
Their participation in SEWA events is high as can be seen from Table 99.

Table 99: Leaders’ Participation in SEWA Events
Number Percentage

Meetings 40 100.0
Rallies 25 62.5
Exhibitions 19 47.5

Table 100: Leaders Dealing with the Government
Number Percentage

Dealing with Municipality 9 22.5
Dealing with Police 24 66.0
Dealing with Other Govt. officers 29 72.5
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Table 101: Political Participation
Yes Percentage

1. Do you yourself decide who to vote
for

35 87.1

2. Have you attended any political
meeting

12 36.0

Although SEWA does not participate in politics, the leaders do have a high
level of political awareness. Also, since they are leaders with local influence, they
are often called on for help by the local politicians. Both these facts are reflected in
Table 101.

Their social status within their community is also higher due to their
leadership position. A majority, 75% of them feel that their prestige in the community
has gone up. Interestingly 57.5% have interacted with the community Panchayats,
which previously did not have any interaction with women.

Table 102: Prestige in the Community
Number Percentage

1. Ability to speak out in the
community

34 85.0

2. Prestige/respect increased in
community

30 75.0

3. Presentation to Panchayat 23 57.5
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Conclusion:Conclusion:
This study has sought to asses to what extent the goals of the U.N. Decade of

Women, the full integration of women into the economy and society, have been
achieved. The focus was a micro-level study of a grassroots women’s worker
organization. SEWA, and its impact, both economic and sociological, on its
members.

The study finds that economic integration has occurred through increasing
SEWA members’ access to employment, income and assets and in upgrading their
living and work conditions, through trade cooperatives, financial services, housing
programs, etc. Social integration has been improved through access to social
security such as family health care, insurance schemes, literacy programs,
leadership training, etc. the SEWA members have increased their status in society
as well as in the family in general through tangible and intangible benefits of
participating in the SEWA movement.

Perhaps one of the most important points that emerges from this study is the
concretization of the concept of women’s movement to mean a process by which
women can gain control over their lives. But what this process could be or how its
result would be manifested has never been spelled out in the Indian context.

This study has own that for poor self-employed women, economic
empowerment must be simultaneous with social and individual empowerment.
Economic empowerment is access to better income, control over assets and control
over the means of production and improved status in the economy. Social
empowerment is access to and control over special services such as health care
and child care, and an improved social status within the family and society.
Individual empowerment is a feeling of control over one’s life, a feeling of self worth
and an acquiring of personal skills to be able to deal with economic and social
environments. It is this process of empowerment which begins the integration of
poor women as equal partners as equal partners in society.
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SURAJBEN JETHABHAISURAJBEN JETHABHAI
My name is Surajben Jethabhai Parmar. At present I am staying at
Chamanpura(Chandannagar Society). I belong to the Vaghari community and am a
poor working woman.

My life has been very full of both sorrow s and happiness. I must thank you for this
opportunity to tell you about my life. I feel if I tell you it will take a land off my mind.

Long ago when my grandparents died my mother and father shifted form their village
to Ahmedabad. But they had no skills except agriculture, so how to earn a living?

But my mother knew some of the people who came from the village to sell the
vegetables which they had grown. She would buy all their vegetables and sell it in
retail. She began to earn well then my father got a job in the mill, they were both
earning well. My two little brothers were looked after by the neighbour’s daughter.

One day both my little brothers got ill with measles. My mother was too busy with her
work to notice and both my brothers died on the same day within an hour of each
other.

My family members said “the Goddess Mother is angry with you, you must go and
propitiate her”, so, my elder brother , and my parents went to the Goddess Temple.
On the way twelve year old brother fell down and got hurt in his stomach. He also
died after three days.

Some time later my fourth brother got fever, my parents took him to the hospital.
There he was given an injection. But he had a reaction to the injection and he also
died.

My parents were so shocked and unhappy that they wanted to commit suicide. They
said “We have been looted of all our precious boys, what have we to live for.” At that
time I was at an age where I was just beginning to understand things. So I said to
my parents, “I will be a son to you. I will look after you and earn and feed you in your
old age.”

Just at that time ( 1969 ) there were riots for three months. Because of the riots my
father’s mill was closed and my mother could not go out to sell vegetables. On the
one hand there was the terrible shock at the death of my brothers, on the other hand
we no longer had any money or anything to eat. We were desperate so we went
back to live in our village and for four months worked in other people’s fields and
earned our living. When the riots died down and peace returned to Ahmedabad we
also went back. My father rejoined his mill. My mother sold vegetables and life went
back to normal.
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At this time I and my sister also began to learn to sell vegetables and fruits. At first
we brought just green masala ( coriander, mint etc. ) from the market and sold it in
the chalis where we live. Then we began to bring discarded fruits from the wholesale
market. My mother would bring a wooden carton of fruit. We would open it. My
mother would take the broken off grapes wash them and we would go self them in
the chali. We would use the wooden carton for fuel wood. Sometimes we would go
to the market where farmers came to sell their produce. At the end of the day when
they were eager to go back to the village. We would buy the left over green onions at
low prices. We would wash and sell it the next day. We would take old melons and
dry and sell the seeds. This way my sister and I also contributed to the household
income.

These were happy days for our family. We saved money and bought silver and gold
jewelry. My father collected thirty kilos silver and some gold and money too.

When I was eighteen I was married. My father gave me two kilos of silver, and sent
me off to my in-laws. At that time we were a happy household. My father-in-law,
mother-in-law and husband’s tow sister and one brother were small. We all lived in
one room along with the family or my father-in-law’s brother.

But into our happiness God threw a stone. First my mother-in-law gave birth to a
dead baby. Then she became very ill. And then the mill where my husband and
father-in-law worked closed down. All three income earners were out of work, what
to do now ? You know, if sorrow is written in your fate it definitely comes, and it
comes without warning.

But I did not lose my courage. I went out bought balloons for my husband. He would
sell balloons in the morning and I would sell vegetables. On my way back I would
buy green

masala. This my husband would sell in the evening while I did the house work. We
earned enough to keep the house running and for treatment for my mother-in –law.

After this my father-in-law and his brother quarreled about the room in which we
were all living. His brother said that we should leave. They came to blows and finally
our whole family father-in-law, my husband, I and my husband’s brother and sisters
were pushed out. Where were we to live? My father-in-law said “Let us go to the
village. We have some land there. We can farm the land.” My husband said, “No,
We have got used to working in the city. We earn well here. Let us go and live with
my aunt (maasi).” So my father-in-low, mother-in-low and the children went to the
village, and my husband and I stayed at his aunt’s house. The aunt was fairly well off
and very nice to me. I would do all her housework and also go to sell vegetables. My
husband knew some carpentry work. He also earned something as a carpenter.

The aunt refused to take any money for boarding or lodging from us. So we were
able to save money and we asked the aunt to help us get a house somewhere. Our
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aunt lent us some money and together with our saved money we bought a hut in a
slum. Then we brought back our father-in-low and family because they were unable
to earn much in the village.

My husband’s brother and sister were at a marriageable age. We found them
suitable parties and got them married. My brother-in-low and his new wife, went to
live at her father’s place. Then I became pregnant and so did my mother-in-low. I
began remaining unwell, so my father came and took me to his house.

While I was away, my mother-in-low became even iller and my husband got so
desperate, that he sold our hut and went with his parents back to the village. My
father-in-law owned some land and he would plant and grow vegetables in it and sell
the vegetables. And my husband took a job as ‘Saathi’ to a local big farmer. This
bound him to work with the farmer for a year and he would get food, lodging and
Rs.400/- for the year, and he would have to do all the work on the field.

But my husband was no longer used to village work. One day, as he was watering
the field he fell down and injured his spine. He was in a lot of pain. But in the
farmer’s field who would attend to him ? And the farmer had given him money, so he
could not quit.

Meanwhile, my mother-in-low gave birth to a girl and I gave birth to a boy. My
husband came to see me in the city, and seeing him in so much pain my father took
him straight to the hospital. The doctor said we will have to operate or your spine will
began to disintegrate. But my husband got scared and said “No,no. I will take some
deshi (indigenous) medicine. I have only come here to take my wife home”. My
father said, “It is your wish, but you must attend to your injury very soon or it will get
worse.”

The next day my husband, baby and I left. We took the train to Patan and then hired
a horse cart for the village. My husband sat in the cart. I was handing him the baby
and about to climb in when the horse suddenly got up. I was thrown down and so
was my son. The baby was hurt and bleeding and my arm broken. No one was there
to help us. At such times even God forsakes you. We went to the village, no one had
any money. Then we phoned my parents from Patan and my parents came and
gave my father-in-law fifty rupees. Then took me and the child to hospital, had my
bone reset and got medicines for the child. Then for a few a days my mother stayed
with us.

My husband meanwhile had resorted to indigenous medicine (deshi dava). He
began taking diamond dust (Hira-bore). Actually diamond dust is to be taken with
sheera (a sweet), but he ate it 2-3 times just plain. The result was that the hair on his
legs, arms and eyes came off, his stomach burnt and his skin began peeling off. We
felt, “Now he will die, there is no hope left for him.” We had no money for his
treatment. So my father-in-law went to a relative to borrow money. The relative had
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no money, but gave him 1.5 seer silver and told him to pawn it and raise the money.
This way we raised Rs.100/-.

We used this money to pay our way to Ahmedabad. But where could we stay in
Ahmedabad ? So we went to my brother-in-laws house.

But no one welcomed us there. Although, they said nothing we could understand
that they must have felt that, here are these two extra people, we have to feed, give
mattresses to sleep on, when money is so fight in the house. When the family knew
that we had no money even to pay for food, they made my husband get up from the
house and sleep near the toilet. They kept him there for two days and then sent us
off my father’s house.

My father took him to the doctor who had earlier recommended the operation. But
the doctor said, “Now, it is very late, if I operate here it will be very expensive for
you. it will be better if you take him to the free Civil Hospital. Here it will cost you
Rs.2000/-.” My father begged the doctor, he began to cry and said “Doctor I will pay
whatever it costs, but save my son-in-law.” So the doctor began to treat him and to
give him two injections every day. All this cost Rs.1000/-, and Rs.2000/- was the
doctor’s fee. My father bore all these expenses and also the expenses for our
upkeep. No one else helped us. My husband had to go every day to the doctor after
his operation was over and he was discharged. My father would put him in a cot and
four people would carry the cot to the doctor’s clinic for dressing. This went on for
two months. My father and I looked after him. We bathed him and attended to his
toilet needs. This way for three months my father helped us in our sorrow time.

Slowly my husband recovered. I too recovered from my broken arm. Then we both
started to work. We felt we must earn and pay back my father. I was ready for any
work. If  someone said “Take these 20 kilos, to the market and I will give you 25 p.” I
would do it. My husband too began to do carpentry work. He would make beds or
cradles or doors or anything on order.

In the morning I would sell vegetables. I would get up at 4 am and after cooking
would go to the market to get vegetables. After selling vegetables I would return with
what was left, and in the afternoon sew mattresses for people in the neighbourhood.
Then again in the evening I would go to sell the left-over vegetables. So most of the
day I would work.

By the grace of God, the textile mill in which my husband had been employed, was
re-opened, and he got his job beck. Our income went up and we began saving. I told
my mother, “ I want to repay the money you spent during my husband’s illness.” But
my parents said, “Our precious son-in-law was saved, that is enough repayment for
us. But if you have some money then buy land somewhere so you can build your
own house.” Nevertheless, we gave a small sum to my father and invested the rest
in some land for a co-operative housing society. We made a down payment and a
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promise to pay installments every month. Until our house would be ready we were to
stay with my father.

I got pregnant during this time and delivered twins. I, who was too busy to look after
one child, had two on my hands! I was so irritated, one or the other would be crying
and screaming. I could sleep neither during the day nor the night. And they were
always wanting to feed and attach themselves to my breast. Finally I went out and
bought a goat for milk. She also had two kids. In all two animals and two babies
drank her milk. Then suddenly the goat died. Now I had two hungry kids also on my
hands ! I bought another goat and told my mother “ Here are the children and here
are the goats I am going out. You look after them and if they live then good, if they
all die it is too bad.” Next morning at four a.m. I went to the market and bought
vegetables and took them to sell. At home, they woke up and found me gone. There
was pandemonium at home-husband, children, mother, father, goats all searched
“Where is she”?

I was returning from selling vegetables. My husband met me on the road and
slapped me across the face-once, twice, the left over vegetables he threw on the
ground. I felt, “This is the end.” This was the first time in my husband hit me.
However, I just lowered my eyes and continued to walk home. There my parents
were ready with their contribution.

“ You ungrateful wretch.”, they said.. “Tomorrow you take your children go away
from here. Are we going to spend our whole lives slaving for you. “In spite of it all I
said nothing and just began to nurse the children. When my husband came home I
explained quietly to him, “I cannot sit at home all day. It is not in my nature. I have to
got out and earn for me and my children’s upkeep. Without working I have only inner
turmoil. I cannot spend my life on someone else’s earning. I am willing to give all my
earning to you, but please let me go and work.” Finally they all agree that my mother
would look after the children and I would work and pay for her services.

This way, with everyone’s cooperation my children became bigger, we all lived
happily. We earned well and saved. We made jewelry. My mother secretly save the
money I gave her and made jewelry for my children which she gave to them at the
time of festival.

Then my brother got married so we rented a hut at Rs. 10/- per month and moved
out to make space for his family. We lived there five years and I had two children.
My mother lived nearby and would look after the children.

One day a snake came out the ground in our house. We got scared that maybe one
day a snake will come out and bite the children. So we left that hut and made a
kaccha but in the land that belonged to us and began living there. That time I was
pregnant. I had my sister living with me to help me. It was the monsoon season. One
day there was a storm. Our roof flew off, I was so scared but thank God no one got
hurt. My sister and I went to look for the roof and in the dark I fell in to a pit. My sister
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called some people and they pulled me out. I was hurt on my head and due to the
joining in my back I started my labour pains.

My sister put me in a handcart and pushed me to our father’s house where I
delivered a daughter. I stayed a few days recovered and returned home. My children
were all ill now, due to the drenching in the rains. Two children had fever and two
had dysentery. My father in law and mother-in-law came to see us. They said “ All
this has happened because you did not establish our family. Goddess in the house
before making it. “So we prayed to the Goddess and built a little shrine. Then we
rebuilt our house over the shrine. After that there was peace in the house.

Slowly more people came to live in the society. I thought that now a lot of people are
living here, and there is no shop, if we start one it will do well. I consulted with my
husband and he agreed with me. So we started a small shop inside the house. We
got a lot customers and earned well from it.

Around this time, my brother’s wife fell in a well and died. The police came and took
away my brother and parents. As soon as we heard this news, my husband and I
handed over the shop to the children and went to my parent’s house. After the
funeral the elders of our community called a meeting with my family and her parents.
We reached a compromise and the case was withdrawn.

My sister was married to the brother of the dead girl, so the family began harassing
and torturing her in revenge. They beat her and even tried to kill her. But she said, “I
will not leave my children and go to my parent’s house.” We were very worried that
they might kill her.
My husband too became unwell. The old spinal injury again became very painful.
The bones began to rot. He had to stop working and resign from the mill. He took his
gratuity fund and with that money we arranged our son’s marriage, and bought doors
and windows for the house.

My husband was now ill and at home. My second son had passed his 9th class and
refused to go to school any more. He began taking care of the shop. But he began
spending the money he earned on going to films and in bad company. He began
neglecting the shop and the income declined.

My husband became very ill, he was three months in hospital. He now had
advanced TB and a rotting spine. I sold all my jewelry and bought medicines. I had
nothing left. Then he died leaving me alone with nine children-four girls and five
boys.
Now the responsibility of this whole family was on my shoulders. I would work day
and night but there was never enough to eat. I would get up at 4 a.m. and go to sell
vegetables.
Now the responsibility of this whole family was on my shoulders. I would work day
and night but there was never enough to eat. I would get up at 4 a.m. and go to sell
vegetables. I would buy double the amount that others bought and carry it on my
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head and sell it. I would return home at 2 p.m. and cook and feed the children. Then
I would sew mattresses for people in the chali. I would repair beds, whitewash
houses, pickup cow-dung-any work I could find. I would work till 1 a.m. at night.

Since I was busy all day and night earning money, I had no time to attend to the
children’s upbringing. So I sent the three younger boys to an Ashram-Boarding
school. The elder two were to help in earning. My eldest son’s wife was still at her
parents house. The girls helped me with the housework and my work in the chali.
After some years of this hard work, I too lost my strength, I could no longer carry the
heavy vegetable basket, so I chose a spot on a footpath and began selling there. My
old customers were very nice to me. They would make it a point to come and buy
from me.

One day was I had spread out my basket, the municipal van came and picked up all
my goods and threw it into the van. I tried to stop them but they would not listen. I
began to cry and thought in my mind. “O God, how much more do you have in store
for me?” As I was crying Bhagatbhai, a neighbourhood man who had always been
kind to me passed by. He said “why are you crying? If a woman like you loses
courage what will your childen do ?”When I explained what had happened he said
“Here is Rs. 50/- take it and buy vegetables. Tomorrow I will take you SEWA and
you can apply for loan.”

So the next day he took me to Elaben (General Secretary of SEWA ) and explained
what had happened. I said straight out to Elaben, “ I want a loan.” She replied “ First
you will have to become a remember of SEWA. Then you will have to make some
other women also members to form a group”. She explained to me about SEWA and
I felt here is an organization which will help us. The next day, I met some friends and
family members and told them about SEWA. Soon I had enrolled 20 new members.
We all started saving accounts. Since we were all illiterate we had to sent with a
slate with our name written in front of chests and get ourselves photographed.

A few months after I got my loan, the local MLA (member of Legislative Assembly)
spread a rumor that loans taken from SEWA don’t have to be returned. I quickly
went to SEWA and told Elaben. She stopped giving loans in my area immediately
and this way SEWA made few loans in my area and I also was saved from loss as I
had recommended some loans. Elaben was very happy with me and I also liked her
very much.

One day, I was sitting in my usual place when another man also wanted to come
and sell there. I objected and there was a fight. The police came and they refused to
let me sit there. I went to Elaben and started crying. The next day Elaben and
Niruben (Secretary of SWA) went to the police inspector and explained my situation
to him and requested him to allow me to sit. But he refused some residents of the
are also approached me and were very nasty to Elaben. I said to her, “I don’t want to
sit there any more. Because of me you have to beg the police and hear nasty words
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of the people. I will carry the basket on my head, but will not let you suffer indignities
on my behalf.”

Because of this incident Elaben and Neeruben began thinking “How can we provide
work to women vendors ?” In 1979 due to the pressure of women’s organizations,
the Government took the decision that Government organizations should buy only
from women organization. SEWA said that they would supply fruit, vegetables, eggs
to the hospitals and jail. So we had a meeting and I was allotted Bapunagar Hospital
to supply vegetables, other women were allotted other hospitals, jail etc. Since the
most of my money worries are over. It is like having a permanent job. I get up in the
morning and after breakfast reach the wholesale market at 8 a.m. I buy the
vegetables and put them in my handcart to the hospital and deliver them to the
hospital kitchen. By 1 p.m. I am home to cook and feed the children. And in the
afternoon I sew mattresses. Both my girls help me in that. The boys go to school.

My respect in the community has gone up after joining SEWA. I am able to attend to
the children’s studies. I also get good offers of marriage for my children. I took
another loan from SEWA and have arranged the marriage of my son and daughter.
My eldest son got a job in the State Reserve Police. He was to be posted in Baroda.
But his wife made a big fuss about him leaving and fought with my son and insulted
me.  But I said to my son, “You must go. It is an honour for you to get a chance to
serve your country.” So he went, he stayed in Baroda for some time, then returned
to Ahmedabad. I felt that now the days of sorrow are over. My son has got a
permanent job, and we will get a good income in the house. But my daughter-in-law
would fight with me every day. She insisted on living separate from me with her
husband. My son took his youngest brother and sister to live with them, my
daughter-in-law beat them and sent them back.

I felt I a back where I started-supporting the house alone.

But I did not lose courage. I am teaching my youngest children to earn like me. They
help me with the vegetables and in sewing mattresses and repairing beds. But all
the earning are spent in daily needs or occasions like my father-in-law’s death when
I had to spend Rs. 4000/-. So I started putting Rs. 100/- per month in my savings
account in SEWA BANK. I always have some savings to fall back on.

Now I feel SEWA is my mother. My real parents are dead, SEWA is now my parent’s
house. It is only through SEWA that I and women of my community can move
forward. SEWA has done for us what no one else did. We now all organized to fight
our exploitation and move forward.
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MALAN BIBI SHEIKHMALAN BIBI SHEIKH

I belong to a small village in Gulbarga District, Karnataka. My mother died when I
was two years old, leaving behind her husband, my four elder brothers, myself and
my two month old younger sister.

I do not remember my mother but the local people remember her with a lot of
respect.

My father had all the wealth in the world : four horses, cooks and house. My
mother’s death ruined my father, he lost all his money in his innocence. Financially
insecurity and a large family led Abba to taking up a job.

He did not marry again fearing that a step mother would ill treat his children. My
elder brother would cook the “sabji”, Abba would make chappatis, bathe us, but we
had no dressing sense. They would ask us to lock the door from inside and eat when
we felt hungry.

My family went through a lot of hardships. As Abba was the only earner two years
later, Abba got my elder brother married so that his wife could take over the
domestic responsibilities. Our sister-in-law was very nice, she took over the house
and looked after us really nicely. As time passed she had three-four children and I
too had grown up to help in the chores. I would work in our own sweet meat shop
and sometimes take up any kind of work in the field sowing, plucking or cropping. I
remember those days as my days of independence. I was getting wiser and learning
but another calamity struck, my sister-in-law died leaving behind five children. Once
again there was no one to look after the house. All my brothers too had begun to live
in separate houses.

Abba asked all of them to come together once again but they all refused. My elder
brother asked my father to send me over to help look after his house but Abba
refised. Then I went to my brother and asked him to come back home. He did when I
agreed to look after everybody at home. Once again Abba, my sister, my mother and
his five kids were all under one roof. At a very young age I took up responsibility,
learnt how to cook food from my father and spent many sleepless nights looking
after my nieces and nephews.

I fell ill due to over-exertion. There was no money to buy medicines and to meet
household expenses was also difficult and along with this my father also fell ill due to
working doubly hard. Even then I did not lose hope and advised my brother that we
should take better care of father. I have confidence in the fact that every difficulty is
overcome with hard work.

I made this my motto in life. I used to work in the fields, make sweets at home like
Jalebi and Bhajiyas of at least 20-40 kilos per day and sell it, and keep the accounts.
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I remember the mela scenes very vividly. Sometimes we used to sell according to
the barter system and get cotton or dates in exchange also.

But us I grew up, there were restrictions imposed on my going out and I did not like
this one bit, but still I used to help at home, and take of the children. When the
children grew up a little, my brother suggested that I be married off but I asked him
to wed so that the sister-in-law could take care of everybody.

I had only one aim and that was to help my father by working hard. I along with my
friends used to go every day to cut jowar and I used to love working in the open
fields under a clear sky. Though my father and brother did not prefer this I used to
sneak out of the house quietly and earn at least Rs. 50 to 60 a day by working
secretly. I used to cut wood and where as the rest could carry only one load. I used
to lay bets and carry double the load for the same distance in the same time. My
father used to say “stop it, you will die like this”. I used to reply “Nothing will happen
and you only said that one should work hard.” I could manage loading on to a horse
single handedly.

After the arrival of my new sister –in-law my father got me married in a village
called Shahpur which was just 10-12 kms away from my village. After staying for one
month over there, I shifted to Ahmedabad with my husband where he was a
rickshaw driver.

My husband, did not like my going out of the house for any purpose either to buy
something at the shop, to fill water or for grinding flour when I was a newly wed and
had come to stay in Ahmedabad. I used to feel very bewildered and lost in the new
surroundings. The language seemed very different to me and also the fact that it
was a bigger city with buses and cars. Initially I used to feel very helpless and stiffed
and cry at times, because I had wanted to go out, but firstly my family members did
not like it and secondly I had no experience of travelling in buses and did not speak
the dialect. In the village, things were much simpler as I could go anywhere on foot
or on horse-back. Here I had to necessarily wear a purdah also while going out plus
bear the taunts of my brother-in-law like “ Her mother-father have not taught her
anything, how will she manage the house…..”

Once after a few days here, my husband asked me to get him matches but I did not
understand what we wanted. I just kept staring at his face, and when, despite his
asking for numbers of times I did not respond, he cursed me and gave me a hard
slap across the face, and I was scared that he would throw me out of the houses,
and then where would I go ? Just then, my brother-in-law came and handed him the
matches and I was astonished and said that I did not know that these were referred
to as matches as we called it “dabbi” in the villages.

Gradually, I became used to my surroundings and even began to understand the
language. My mohalla people also began to help me out but to go out and work was
stil not allow and to maintain the stability of my household, I did not insist on it either.
As my husband used to keep ill, I learned sewing on my neighbour’s machines as I
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thought I could earn quite a bit by stitching at home. First, I used to get the machine
on rent and then gradually bought a secondhand one on my own. But I always kept
carving to go outside.

During this course of time, my first daughter was born. After some time, I was again
pregnant with my second child and I went to my father’s home, for the first time after
my marriage, for the delivery.

  While returning I was accompanied by my sister-in-law as she wanted to see
Ahmedabad. As she was unaware of the customs at my in-laws, she was surprised
when one day, my husband returning with the ground flour tin banged it one the
floor. She thought the reason for his displeasure was at her stay, but on asking she
came to know that he was angry because he had to do all the chores. My Bhabhi
advised me to help out with the work so I told her that my husband was suspicious of
me and that there was no remedy for suspicion. So then she made my husband
understand that I was very capable and hard-working and that his suspicious were
unfound that I would never do anything to mar the family’s reputation. After this my
husband took me along with him every where and I was able to do the outside work.

Even though I was allowed to go outside I still had to wear a Purdah according to my
husband’s instructions. I also joined Sewa, meanwhile I used to get work from Sewa
and deliver it back. I was advised by Induben at Sewa to discard the Burkha. At this
time, my husband met with and accident and  the doctor said that his chances for
surviving were nil. But I told the doctor not to worry about the expenses and do
everything in his power to save him. I spent approximately Rs. 25,000 on his illness.
On being questioned by my mother-in-law as to how I intended to pay off the debt
and being told that “your husband will not earn anything now”, I replied that I was not
afraid of hard work, that I could face the situation bravely. “I’ll stitch people’s clothes,
work somewhere, or make quilts”. I started taking more work and since I was so
hardworking SEWA employed me in sorting.

The one year after accident was very difficult as the workload had increased
tremendously. I had to help my husband walk initially with the help of support, later
on with a stick and feed him in bed for whole year. There was and extra expenditure
on medication also. He was treated here for six months and then taken to Bombay
for another eight months.

Gradually I also started charging my brother-in-law Rs. 50 per month for eating
expenses. I used to save this money and spend the money earned from sewing on
medication and repayment of the debt. In between, I also found out that houses
were available in Nagri Chali of Asarwa. And there was a man in the opposite
houses was willing to sell. I had negotiated with him but my brother in-law poisoned
my husband’s ears. Despite three visits of the house owner he would not agree and
then the house-owner came to my house to make my husband understand and not
pose an obstacle. Finally o bought the house and paid deposit of Rs. 6000/- for it.
And after 25 years of marriage I owned my own house. There was nothing besides
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the four walls and windows in the houses but now we have the facilities of water,
“pucca-plaster”, light etc.

Through SEWA’s exposure training program for the first time I went on a tour to Abu,
Ajmer, Jaipur and Delhi. I still remember those days very enthusiastically because it
was the first time I had stopped wearing the Burkha.

I also got quilt making work from Sewa. In the beginning I used to get daily work of
Rs. 10 but it gradually increased. I bought a machine from Sewa on payment of half
the price. My daughter Guddi helps me in stitching, while I am working on something
else.

One day during the 1985 communal riots in Ahmedabad violence began near my
house itself. A lot of violence was taking outside and my husband after having a look
asked us women folk to stay indoors. But I realised nothing could be accomplished
by staying inside and decided that we all should go to the railway Station. We left in
a hurry and sat train from Asarwa to Kalupur Station. On reaching there we found
that a number of people like us were already there and were being given meals. I
had 10-20 rupees on me also. We stayed for two to three days at the station and on
the third day some people were leaving back of their houses, I also told my husband
that we should return with them but my husband did not think it was a wise idea as
we had two young girls with us and no one could be trusted, and I agreed. My
husband suggested that we should drop my daughter to Bombay at stay with my
brother.

  I stay with her in the train but had no ticket-money . On the way a ticket-checker
came but I explained the situation to him and said if he still wished then we would
get off. But he was a very considerate man and let me travel. This way I reached
Bombay and though my brother insisted I stay on, I returned to Ahmedabad.

  On reaching Ahmedabad at five in the morning, I asked my husband to stay on at
the platform while I went and checked the house. I took my younger daughter along
with me.

 When I reached my Chali, I found nobody besides my Hindu neighbour there. He
was happy to see me and told me to get my husband and that we’d stay together. I
was enclosed to find my house as I had left it. I fetched my husband and also
purchased ration with the Rs. 100 that my brother had give me. Gradually everybody
else also came back.

After a few days, again violence erupted but I told my husband that no matter what
the consequence “Whether we live or die, we will stay here”. And though, people
started shifting again, I stayed on. Once I and my husband even got hurt by a bottle
thrown at us but I never lost courage. I used to always tell my husband and daughter
that there is nothing to fear as God was with us. In this manner we spent nearly six
months keeping guard for whole nights.
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  I had been too busy working day and night, for the repayment of my debt, to bother
about my health. Time kept passing and my younger daughter also became eleven
years old. Work was less those days. So I started buying old cement bags, and
washing them and from them make various kind of bags and this way my income
increased. I used to stitch nearly 25 quilts in a day. One of my neighbours during
Ramzan, helped me get employment as cook with daily wage of Rs. 20 and I used to
also get spices, oil, ginger and eats and drink.

  All along I did not have any time to pay attention to myself and so did not realize
that I was pregnant again till the fourth month. That was when I felt an acute pain in
the abdomen and could see no reason for it, so I kept treating it with home made
remedies but the pain did not decrease. At midnight I miscarried in the fourth-month
and bled a lot, but the pain did not decrease. At midnight I miscarried in the fourth-
month and bled a lot, but I still did not get nervous. In the morning I had a bath and
resumed work. When my neighbour inquired about the commotion last night and I
told her, she was astonished and advised me to go see the doctor and get a
curetting done. Considering the fact that I was earning Rs. 50/- day, I decided
against spending on it. But my health kept deteriorating and I was suffering from a
severe cold and cough. I thought I might be living T.B. but the doctor verified that it
was not so. He said that I could go to Civil hospital and have an x ray done but I was
willing only if it was for free. So the doctor prescribed some medication and advised
me to rest. But if I did rest then, there would be nothing to eat.

  When for so many days, my coughing did not stop, an old lady suggested I go to
the municipality clinic and get a case registered for 0.25 p. Somehow or the other
Rs. 300 had already been spent on my medication. So I went to the municipal doctor
and explained that I breathed heavily, that I could not sleep well at nights and for
once I was despondent and asked for something that would kill me. The doctor
prescribed some small tablets and said that I would get sleep and I would be well.
Due to it, I was able to sleep for the whole night. And after eight days of taking them,
again I was feeling fit. In actuality I had just needed rest. I sometimes laugh at the
fact that was not accomplished by medicines worth Rs. 300, but 0.25 p. for the
cases and 0.25 p. for the medicines worked magic on me.

  I understand the signification of education. I myself am not illiterate but have
educated both my daughters at least till the 7th class. My daughter knows Gujarati
and Urdu and she can read the Quran. My younger daughter was really keen on
studying but could not do so due to lack of finances. To this day, I have to keep
aside Rs. 200/- per month for my husband’s medication and there’s still the debt
repayment and household expenses to be taken care of. Further studies were very
difficult as there have to be provisions of clothes and books and also that much time
is lost in which she could help me.

  When SEWA started adult literacy classes. I realised that this was a good
opportunity and Arvindaben (Sewa organiser) even convinced me to attend. But I
could not afford to spend the time on classes, as I could stitch a lot in that much
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time. But yes, I have learned to sign my own name and do not have to put my thumb
print while taking my wages.

  I do not remember my mother, but at every step in my life I have learned to eat,
drink, talk, work with my father’s assistance. In October, 1990 when I had gone for
an exhibition to Bombay, I had met him, he was ill at time and he had asked me to
stay on with him for sometime, but I had to take care of my responsibilities back
here, so I returned.

  Those were the last times I had talked to him. He died after six months, I was
deeply shaken by the incident. And I who had never before lost confidence in the
face of any difficulty in life, felt that I had lost my balance for a while. But then again I
reflected on my motto in life and involved myself in work.

Now a days I go everyday to Sabina Co-operative established with the help of SEWA. I am
passing my life happily but do feel sad at times also when I think of the inflation.

At present I am involved in the work of sorting rags coming from Monogram mill, “Bagicha” mill
and sorting other rags acquired from various other mills. I make them into heaps and place
them according to types-number 1, no.2, no.3rd so on. Every\Wednesday when the cooperative
members come, I weigh them and give them the rags to stitch.

  I might not know how to write but I possess a good memory power. I can quote the
correct accounts to Zehida, as to who I gave 20 kilos, or 25 kilos etc.

 When the stock is over, I let them know, and then again when the new stock arrives,
I bundle it similarly. I also sit at the shop at times.

I go out for exhibitions, have undergone training for selling, talking and negotiating
with traders. I can take care of anything, even undergone leadership training but I
can’t count, though I can state how many are involved in 1 dozen, 4 dozen, Rs. 50,
Rs. 100 etc.

I fell very proud of the fact that I had been for exhibitions, to Delhi, Bombay and even
sold items there. I felt very enthusiastic about reporting to Elaben what sells more,
what sells less and I used to happily pack them in bags for the customers.

Once objective I have is regarding my family, I have to get my younger daughter
married. And now there is only a debt of Rs. 5,000 remaining. After that only I will
get her married.

I have formed a great attachment for all the Sewa behns (sisters).

Every body here inquires after me, sits and talks with me, gives me a lot of love and
affection, so much so that I have even forgotten my parents and regards these
SEWA sister as my true sisters. I want to live with them and want to work for their
batterment.
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NIRMALABEN PARMARNIRMALABEN PARMAR

I am the daughter of weaver. I was born in 1958. In childhood my mother could not
suckle me as she did not produce any milk so I was brought up on powered milk. I
and my four sister and one brother were sent to school and our father used to take
care of us and love us.

When I came in second class, although I was an innocent child knowing nothing of
the world. I was engaged to a man living in Piplad village. When I reached seventh
class I was married off. At that time I did not even know how to wear a sari. Two
years later I left my parents home-my husband came to take me away.

My husband and I lived very happily very happily and also the rest of my family. My
in-laws treated me well and I felt them to be like my parents and my sister-in-laws
like my sisters.

 Two-three years later I had no children and slowly their attitude towards me
changed and they began to taunt me. So I said to my husband ‘Let us go to the
hospital and get checked up’. So we went to civil hospital and I had my first child- a
son called Hasmukh.

My husband at first used to be a temporary worker in the mill. But then he got a
permanent job in the Ahmedabad Electricity Co. While my husband was still a mill
worker he would get drunk occasionally but after his permanent job he began to
drink regularly. Instead of controlling him his mother would use his drunkenness
against me. As soon as he stepped in the house in a drunken stage she would begin
complaining about me and he would beat me.

  When my son was 9months old I again became pregnant. But my husband and his
family members would not even feed me. I was given no money but my husband
gave all the money to his mother. My brother-in-law would steal the money to drink
and blame me. Then I would be beaten. Finally I took my children and went to my
parents house.

  I was there but no one came to call me. But I was determined to live with this only.
So I approached the elders of the community and got reconciled by them to the
family. Then, my husband and I went to live, separately. I began working and looking
after our children. At first I had a job with the Blind Childrens’ School. I would get
Rs.150/- per month and some left over food. But my husband got worse and worse
and would drink up all his earnings.

Then one day I went to my father’s house and I saw Indiraben (SEWA organiser)
and I said help me to get work so she said made me a member of SEWA. Then I
joined the Saundarya cleaning co-operative. I got work cleaning Narayan Chambers
and also washing dishes in a private house. But my husband became worse and
bent me and tried to turn me out of the house. Finally my parents said “Leave your
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husband and you and the children, come and live with us”. But I said “No as it is my
fate to suffer here. Any one can live in a good house but only a really good person
can live in a bad house. Even if you put me on a pile of gold it will turn to ashes
because my fate is bad”. So my parents would help me with grain or money, but
even that my husband would drink away.

My husband then found a house near my in-laws place. But here it became worse
because my husband would drink more and then fight with the neighbours and his
family would come and support him and finally neighbours and family would all be
angry with me and beat me.

Ramilaben (SEWA organisers) is my neighbour and she and other neighbours would
support me. When my husband would throw me out with the children at night. I
would go to Ramilaben’s house sometimes I would sleep in a neighbour’s rickshaw.
Then Ramilaben brought me to SEWA and Meenaben advised me to go to Stri
Kelawani Mandal and there Ushaben gave me courage. Then she wrote to my
husband but he refused to come so they field a case in the court. But my husband
did not bother to come for the case.

My husband got TB form drinking and he was admitted to Naroda hospital but here
also it was bad for him because he got a lot of good food to eat and had a good time
with other drunkards and his expenses were paid by Employees Sickness Insurance
Scheme. His brother would take the money and pocket half.

I was not treated well by my in-laws because the wife of a drunkard has no respect.
They treated me like servant. They would not even feed my children and would have
to beg my neighbours for food for the children.

One day I was ill at home and there was no grain, no sugar, no oil in the house. My
husband came drunk and said “There is no food in the house” so he threw a glass at
me. It hit my head and I started bleeding. I went bleeding to the police station, but
they refused to note my complaint as my brother-in-law was keeping good relation
with the police. So I sat in a rickshaw and went to my brother’s house. I had no
money for the rickshaw and my brother paid and also took me to hospital and I had
to have four stitches.

My neighbours all came to see how I was and so did my SEWA sisters but my
husband and in-laws did not bother. I was very hurt in my heart but I thought never
mind, they are not my real family. My real family is SEWA. It is my brother, my
support. Finally one day my husband died of TB.

I came to SEWA and I said to Meenaben, please get me a job in my husband’s
place. So Meenaben came with me to the office and we got a form and had a
interview and 15 days later I was called for an interview and I had a good job and
was economically sound. For that I will not forget SEWA all my life.
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Had I left my children and gone to my parents house, where would I be now! I
suffered so much and now all is well with me. I advise my sisters always be brave,
be prepared to suffer and believe in SEWA.

When my husband died I found that I would not get any provident fund, gratuity etc.
as he had already taken advances against it. Fortunately we got Rs. 13,000/- life
insurance. So this I put in SEWA Bank. My in-law do we have house and land in
their name but my assets are my children and SEWA, as my husband has drunk
away even my jewelry.

I get up in the morning when all are asleep, wash clothes, dishes, bathing. I have to
go to the common tap for all this, that is why I get up very early.

After joining SEWA I developed intelligent because by often coming here I learnt
many new things. I have come to the meetings, participated in processions. Now I
earn Rs. 700/- per month and can keep my children well. Earlier my husband sold off
or destroyed everything and my house was like a cowshed. Now it is like an office. I
buy what I want. I bought dishes, grain, TV, Radio, small temple.

But, I say to God. ‘Is this your justice’ You have given me all material benefit but
have made me a widow and at all good times, I am lonely without my husband.

As SEWA has guided me, they do guide others. I have made many new members.


